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The Structure of the Plutarchan Book
This study focuses not on individual Lives or pairs of Lives, but on the book as a whole and its
articulation across the full corpus. It argues that the Plutarchan book consists of up to four
distinct sections: prologue, ﬁrst Life, second Life, synkrisis. Each of these sections has a fairly
consistent internal structure, and each has a distinct set of strategies for opening, for closure,
and for managing the transition from one section to the next. Prologues provide an introduction
to both Lives, and are clearly delineated from them, even though in our manuscripts they appear
as part of the ﬁrst Life; in fact, there is often a stronger break between prologue and ﬁrst Life
than there is between the two Lives themselves. Prologues usually begin with generalized
reﬂections, to be followed only later by the naming of the subjects and a statement of their
similarities. Most Lives begin with a thematically organized section (the ‘proemial opening’),
which surveys the subject’s life as a whole, not just their youth, and which is marked oﬀ with
varying degrees of distinctness from the narrative that follows. Crucially, proemial openings
do not narrate and the logic of their structure is not chronological. Closure in many Lives is
signalled by ‘circularity’ and sometimes by a closural or transitional phrase, though ﬁrst Lives
are diﬀerent here from second Lives. Synkriseis are structured both by a series of themes on
which the two subjects are compared, and by a two-part, agonistic structure in which ﬁrst one of
the subjects is preferred, then the other. Synkriseis may also recall the prologue; both prologue
and synkrisis operate at the level of the book, and between them frame and weld together the
two Lives.
Plutarch’s Parallel Lives1 were published in pairs, one Greek Life with one
Roman, usually in that order,2 in a single unit which Plutarch himself called
1. Plutarch uses the term “Parallel Lives” (Βοι Παρ	λληλοι or Παρ	λληλοι Βοι) in Thes.
1.1; Kim. 2.2; Dem. 3.1; Dion 2.7. Cf. also Pel. 2.12, “we have written their Lives in parallel”
(παραλλλους νεγρ	ψαμεν αupsilonlenisτν τοupsilongraveς βους); Ag./Kleom-Gracchi 1.1, “it remains to take a
survey of the Lives in parallel” (λαβεν κ παραλλλου τν βων τν ποθε ρησιν).
2. In the manuscripts the Roman Life precedes the Greek in three pairs: Cor.-Alk., Aem.-Tim.
and Sert.-Eum. The Aldine edition wrongly reversed the order in these three cases so that the Greek
.
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a “book” (βιβλον).3 Twenty-two of these books survive, including one book
which contains two sets of Lives (the Agis/Kleomenes–Gracchi);4 in addition,
we know of one lost book (the Epameinondas–Scipio).5 An important advance
in recent scholarship has been the realization that paired Lives are meant to be
read together.6 There has, however, been no broader analysis of the way in which
the Plutarchan book of Parallel Lives is structured.
As with most ancient texts, there is little external evidence for how a
Plutarchan book was originally laid out: in particular, whether there were ti-
tles, gaps, or other markers to indicate how its structure might or might not have
been articulated. Unfortunately the papyri are of no help: of the few known papyri
which contain fragments of the Lives, none contains the start or end of a book or
of any of its sub-sections.7 The medieval manuscripts present the Parallel Lives as
a collection of individual Lives; the name of the subject of the ﬁrst Life alone
appears as a title at the very start of the book, and the name of the subject of
the second Life alone at the start of the second Life.8 The synkrisis is treated
as part of the second Life; there are no titles or gaps between second Lives and
synkriseis.9 Indeed, that the synkrisis was treated as part of the second Life as
early as the ninth century is conﬁrmed by Photios, who quotes from the synkrisis
Life always came ﬁrst; although the correct order was soon restored for the Sert.-Eum., all modern
editors and translators except Ziegler (including the Loeb and Bude´) continued to print the Alk.
before the Cor. and the Tim. before the Aem. For discussion, see Ziegler 1907: 26–32; Pelling 1986:
94–96 (= repr. 2002a: 357–59); 1988b: 23–26; Duﬀ 1999: 205–206 and 302; and below pp. 221
and n.119.
3. Per. 2.5; Dem. 3.1. In Dion 2.7 and Thes. 1.4 λ"γος (“work”) and in Dion 1.1 γραφ
(“writing”) seem to be used as synonyms for “book” (below, p. 222–23) . Cf. Aem. 1.6, ν τ$
παρ"ντι (“in the present” sc. work, book, etc.): see p. 221. In Sert. 1.8, τ"δε τ& σupsilonacuteγγραμα (“this
composition”) probably refers to the book but could be taken as just referring to the Life.
4. That is, the Lives of Agis and Kleomenes are set alongside those of Gaius and Tiberius
Gracchus in a single book, with a single prologue and single synkrisis. See below, appendix 1.
5. See below, p. 259. The Galba–Otho, the only surviving elements of the Lives of the Caesars,
and the free-standing Aratus and Artaxerxes, are not part of the parallel collection and not grouped in
pairs.
6. The most inﬂuential papers were Erbse 1956, Stadter 1975 and Pelling 1986. The bibliogra-
phy is now too large to list here, but see the catalogue in Duﬀ 1999: 250n.25, and the papers in
Humble 2010b.
7. One papyrus fragment contains Caesar 1.1 (P Ko¨ln 1 47, 3rd century ad) but this is plainly
not the start of the Life. For details, see below, appendix 2. The Plutarch papyri are discussed by
Indelli 1995; Lundon 2004.
8. These titles should not be confused with the later titles found in some manuscripts which
go back to the tripartite recension (i.e., the collection of the Lives in three codices, which was
completed at the earliest in late Antiquity and does not reﬂect Plutarch’s own ordering): e.g.,
before the Demetrios–Antony, the codex Palatinus 283 (11th-12th century) has Πλουτ	ρχου Βων
Παραλλλων ββλος γ) (where ββλος γ´ refers to the third volume of the tripartite recension),
followed by Δημτριος. On the tripartite recension, see Ziegler 1907: 5–12 and below, p. 260.
9. As Ziegler 1907: 131–32 notes, only at one place in one 14th century manuscript (E =
Parisinus Graecus 1675), is there a title between second Life and synkrisis (σupsilonacuteγκρισις, after the
Cicero); otherwise, there is not even a gap. In addition, my own examination of Parisinus Graecus
1671 ( = A, dated to ad 1296), shows that it once has σupsilonacuteγκρισις in the margin (at Sol.-Pub. 1.1).
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of the Sertorius–Eumenes (Sert.-Eum. 2.5) as simply “from the Eumenes” (κ τοupsilonperispomene
Εupsilonlenisμ-νους).10
The manuscripts, then, suggest that Byzantine readers saw the basic unit as
the Life, and had little appreciation for the book. Modern editors have tended
to follow the manuscripts, though since the Renaissance there has been some
appreciation that the synkrisis is to some extent separate from the second Life.
The practise of inserting a title between second Life and synkrisis in fact appears
ﬁrst in translations, such as those in the 1499 Latin edition by various hands,
edited by Gianfrancesco Boccardo; in Amyot’s 1559 French translation; and in
Cruserius’ 1566–1567 Latin translation.11 This practice was not imitated in the
ﬁrst Greek printed editions (the Juntine edition of 1517 and the Aldine edition of
1519), which followed the manuscripts in printing the synkriseis as part of the
second Life. The edition of Coraes (1809–1814) was the ﬁrst Greek text to insert a
title in Greek between second Life and synkrisis (e.g., Πελοπδου κα. Μαρκ-λλου
Σupsilonacuteγκρισις) and to number the chapters of the synkrisis separately from those of
the second Life.12 Later editors–though not Ziegler in his Teubner–have followed
suit.13
In what follows I will set to one side the manuscript evidence and the practice
of earlier editors and proceed purely on the basis of internal evidence, that is,
from what can be deduced from the wording of the texts themselves. I aim, by
ranging across the whole corpus of 22 books rather than focusing on a single
Life or a single book, to illuminate a number of consistent features in the way
in which books and Lives are structured, and the way their constituent parts relate
to each other: in particular, the way books begin and end, the way Lives begin
and end (and the diﬀerences in beginnings and endings between ﬁrst and second
Lives), and the closural devices which signal transition from one section of the
book or of the individual Life to another—that is, how the diﬀerent component
10. Biblioth. Cod. 245, 396b22–25. Ziegler 1907: 128–32; Stiefenhofer 1914/16: 483–85.
11. And in North’s 1579 English translation of Amyot. E.g., “Romuli ac Thesei comparatio”
(Boccardo); “La Comparaison de Theseus avec Romulus” (Amyot); “Thesei cum Romulo com-
paratio” (Cruserius); “The comparison of Theseus with Romulus” (North). The ﬁrst printed Latin
edition, that of Campano of 1470, does not insert such titles, and in many cases omits the synkriseis
altogether; where the synkriseis are printed they are separated from the second Life by a blank
line and begin with a large capital letter. On ﬁfteenth-century Latin translations of the Lives, see
Giustiniani 1961, Pade 2007 and Humble 2010a, though they do not address the question of layout.
Humble emphasizes the general lack of interest in the parallel structure shown by ﬁfteenth-century
translators.
12. The Greek edition of Stephanus (1572) begins the synkrisis on a new line and with a slight
indenting, though there is no title and the synkrisis is still presented as part of the second Life; the
accompanying Latin translations by Cruserius follow Stephanus’ practice (and not that of his own
1566–1567 translation). Reiske in his edition of the Greek text (1774–1782) inserts a title in Latin
between second Life and synkrisis (e.g., “Comparatio Thesei cum Romulo”), but Coraes was the ﬁrst
to insert a Greek title.
13. On the practice of Ziegler 1914 as regards the synkriseis, and that of Bekker 1855–1857,
see below, nn.227–29. The apparatus criticus of none of the modern editions, it should be noted,
records the manuscript evidence for titles consistently.
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parts of the book are both marked oﬀ from and relate to each other.14 A particular
contention will be that the Plutarchan book should be seen as consisting not simply
of two Lives, nor even of two Lives plus synkrisis, but of four distinct sections
(prologue–ﬁrst Life–second Life–synkrisis), each clearly marked oﬀ from each
other.15 Each of these sections has, I hope to show, a distinct internal structure. At
the same time, there are features both of formal structure (transitional sentences
or phrases), and of literary articulation (themes, images, language), which run
across from one section to another and provide unity at the level of the book.
The ﬁrst part of this paper will look at the openings of books, and will focus on
prologues. The second part will look at the way in which individual Lives begin.
Further sections will consider the way Lives end, and the way books end, focusing
on the synkriseis. A ﬁnal section will consider the arrangement of individual books
into the collection as a whole. The most controversial arguments of the paper
concern beginnings. First, the now almost universally accepted categorization
of the beginnings of books of Parallel Lives as containing either a “formal” or
an “informal” prologue is unhelpful, and results from a failure to distinguish
between the level of the book and the level of the individual Life. Secondly,
while earlier commentators have noted that many Lives begin with material on
character, ancestry, childhood, or education, I hope to demonstrate that it is not
distinctiveness of subject-matter which characterizes the early sections of a Life.
Indeed the beginnings of most Lives contain much on the adult activities and
political or military careers of their protagonists. Rather, what marks out the
early chapters of most Plutarchan Lives is a narratological feature: that is, the
early sections of most Lives are structured thematically and do not normally
narrate.
1. THE OPENINGS OF THE BOOK
The manuscripts, as we have seen, do not give any indication that a book of
Lives opens with anything other than the ﬁrst Life. The modern printed editions
and translations follow the manuscripts, with one, usually overlooked, exception.
In Cruserius’ 1566–1567 Latin translation 9 ﬁrst Lives are preceded by what
he called a “Proemium” or “Praefatio”; that is, in these 9 cases what has been
transmitted in the manuscripts as the ﬁrst chapter or chapters of the ﬁrst Life
14. Cf. D. P. Fowler 1989: 82–88 on “closure” as operating not only at the level of a “work”
(e.g., Horace’s Odes), but at the ends of books, and of sections within books (“infratextual closure”),
as well as perhaps at the end of groups of “works” (“supertextual closure”). Thus in Plutarch we
might look for strategies of opening and closure at the level of the book, at the level of the diﬀerent
component parts within a book (prologue, ﬁrst Life, second Life, synkrisis), at the level of diﬀerent
sections within those component parts (e.g., episodes, anecdotes, etc.), as well as at the level of the
collection as a whole (though in the last case we are hindered by knowing the identity of neither
the ﬁrst nor the last book: see below, pp. 259–61).
15. Though, as we shall see, in some books the ﬁrst or last of these sections is missing.
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is printed separately from it as an introduction to both Lives, with a separate
title in which the subjects of both Lives are named: e.g., “In Periclem et Fabium
Maximum praefatio.”16
However, at the start of the twentieth century Anton Stiefenhofer suggested,
without reference to Cruserius, that some pairs of Lives began with what he called
a “common introduction” (“gemeinsame Einleitung”), which listed the similarities
of the subject of the two Lives.17 More recently Philip Stadter, in an inﬂuential
paper of 1988, argued that every pair of Lives opens with a “proem,” which he
categorized as being either “formal” or “informal” (or “integrated”): according
to Stadter, 13 out of the surviving 22 books begin with “formal” proems, while
9 begin with what he called “informal” proems. “Formal” proems, Stadter argued,
introduce explicitly both Lives of a pair, though they may concentrate more on
one than the other; they often suggest some rationale for the pairing, as well as
discussing Plutarch’s purpose or method. “Informal” proems, on the other hand,
introduce explicitly only the ﬁrst Life of a pair, and make use of a set of standard
topics: the subject’s family, education, and physical appearance. They also often
contain references to, or discussion of, sources. Stadter described the purpose of
“informal” proems as “arousing interest in his book and establishing goodwill
toward the author.”18
Stadter’s paper has been very inﬂuential and its twofold categorization of
formal and informal proems has been largely accepted.19 This categorization
is, I believe, however, unhelpful. First, Stadter’s categorization saw “formal”
and “informal” proems as mutually exclusive. But, in fact, the presence of a
prologue (that is, a prologue to the book, Stadter’s “formal proem”) does not
preclude the presence of a section immediately following it (that is, at the start
of the ﬁrst Life), which focuses on the subject of the ﬁrst Life and employs
16. Kim.-Luc., Per.-Fab., Phok.-Cato Min., Dion-Brut., Aem.-Tim., Sert.-Eum., Pel.-Marc.,
Demetr.-Ant. and Ag./Kleom.-Gracchi. In addition Nik.-Crass. begins with “Proemium in Niciam”
(not “in Niciam et Crassum”). Cruserius also marks oﬀ as distinct the opening chapters of three more
ﬁrst Lives (Thes. 1; Alex. 1; Dem. 1–3): Alex. 2.1 and Dem. 4.1 are separated from what precedes
with a blank line and a large initial letter; Thes. 2.1 begins on a new line with an indentation. In
these three cases, however, he gives no separate title and these chapters are presented as part of
the ﬁrst Life. Stephanus’ Greek edition of 1572, and Cruserius’ accompanying Latin translation,
follow this latter practice: they separate from the rest of the Life the opening chapters of 13 ﬁrst
Lives by beginning a new line and using a slight indentation for what follows (in an edition otherwise
without indentation), but without a separate title.
17. Stiefenhofer 1914/16: 468–74, 485.
18. Stadter 1988: 287. Cf. Rosenmeyer 1992, which is much less useful than Stadter. Rosen-
meyer makes no distinction between the prologues to books and other sorts of beginnings, nor
between ﬁrst and second Lives.
19. A number of detailed studies of individual prologues (what Stadter calls “formal proems”)
has followed: e.g., Pelling 1999 431–33, on Thes. 1 (the prologue to Thes.-Rom.); Duﬀ 1999:
13–51, on Alex. 1 (prologue to Alex.-Caes.), Nik. 1 (Nik.-Crass.), Aem. 1 (Aem.-Tim.), Per. 1–2
(Per.-Fab.), Demetr. 1–2 (Demetr.-Ant. 137-41 on Phok. 1–3 (Phok.-Cato Min.); Duﬀ 2004, on
Demetr. 1–2 (Demetr.-Ant.); Burlando 2000 and Zadorojnyi 2006 on Dem. 1–2 (Dem.-Cic.). Pelling
2002b discusses Plutarch’s self-presentation in his prologues.
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the topics which Stadter mentions as characteristic of “informal proems,” plus,
importantly, that of character.20 Most prologues are followed by such a section.
In addition, most Lives which fall second in a pair also open with a section
that exploits these same standard biographical topics,21 and, as we shall see, the
content and function of such opening sections are not noticeably diﬀerent whether
they introduce ﬁrst or second Lives of a pair or, in the case of ﬁrst Lives, whether
they are preceded by a prologue or not.22 Stadter’s “informal” proems are best
seen, then, as simply the opening sections of ﬁrst Lives which do not follow
a prologue.
I would prefer instead, then, to return to Stiefenhofer’s distinction between
those 13 books which begin with what I shall call a prologue, and those 8
which do not.23 In books which do not begin with a prologue, the opening of
the book coincides with the opening of the ﬁrst Life. There is also one ad-
ditional book, not counted in these statistics: the Themistokles–Camillus. As
preserved in our manuscripts this book does not contain a prologue; but its
opening is almost certainly corrupt and a prologue may have been lost.24 Why
Plutarch wrote prologues to only 13 (or possibly 14) out of the 22 surviving
pairs is unclear,25 though, as we shall see, there are some grounds for suggesting
that the lack of a prologue in such cases is not entirely random.26 But where
prologues do occur they introduce both Lives and stand outside of either, in
the same way as the closing synkriseis do. Books which begin with prologues
are the Theseus–Romulus, Kimon–Lucullus, Perikles–Fabius, Nikias–Crassus,
Demosthenes–Cicero, Phokion–Cato Minor, Dion–Brutus, Aemilius–Timoleon,
Sertorius–Eumenes, Pelopidas–Marcellus, Alexander–Caesar, Demetrios
–Antony and Agis/Kleomenes–Gracchi.27
1 .1 the structure of the prologues
Thirteen books, then (just over half the extant corpus), begin with prologues.
In this section I shall argue that a common structure underlies all prologues, with
some variation, and that, although the manuscripts present them as part of the ﬁrst
20. These topics were ﬁrst described by Leo 1901: 180–82.
21. Only Rom. (below, p. 238), Tim. (below p. 239) and Caes. do not. The Caes. is a special
case, as it is likely that the opening has been lost: see appendix 2.
22. Though see below, pp. 238, 240 and 241–42.
23. Stiefenhofer 1914/16 points out that 10 pairs have both “common introduction” and synkrisis
(470–71), argues that the double pair Ag./Kleom.-Gracchi should also be regarded as having a single
introduction and synkrisis (471–73), and points to two pairs which have “common introduction”
but no synkrisis (Phok.-Cato Min; Alex.-Caes.): total, 13.
24. See below, n.53.
25. Nikolaidis 2005: 291 and 316–17, arguing from what can be reconstructed about relative
order of composition, suggests that those pairs lacking prologues may not have been conceived or
composed as a pair from the start, but only matched later.
26. See below, p. 241–42.
27. Books without a prologue are: Sol.-Pub., Arist.-Cato Maj., Cor.-Alk., Phil.-Flam., Pyrrh.-
Mar., Lyk.-Num., Lys.-Sulla, Ages.-Pomp., plus the Them.-Cam.
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Life, they are in fact clearly set apart from it by a number of formal devices; they
operate, that is, at the level of the book, not of the Life.28
First, the internal structure of the prologues: most contain two distinct
sections. The ﬁrst section contains generalized reﬂections either on the purpose of
history or of the Parallel Lives speciﬁcally, or on some moral issue; sometimes
the two sorts (moral reﬂections and reﬂections on the purpose of the Lives) are
combined. Chreiai, apophthegms, anecdotes, and literary allusions are common
in this section, especially in the opening lines. Addresses to Sosius Senecio, the
dedicatee of the Parallel Lives, occur in the opening sentence of three prologues,
but never elsewhere in the prologues.29 Towards the end of the ﬁrst section there
is a tendency for generalized reﬂections to become more speciﬁc: for example,
reﬂections on virtue become reﬂections on the virtues of the great men in history
(e.g., Per. 2.3–4); reﬂections on the problems posed by small-town life become
reﬂections on Plutarch’s own situation in Chaironeia (Dem. 2.2–3); reﬂections
on the importance of negative examples become reﬂections on the reasonableness
of including such examples in the Lives (Demetr. 1.5–6). The two subjects are
normally neither named nor alluded to in this section, though in a few prologues
the subject of one Life is named in the course of these reﬂections. This has the
eﬀect of creating suspense, or, to use ancient terminology, “arousing interest in
the reader.”30
The second, usually shorter, section of the prologue is often introduced by
a resumptive οupsilonlenisperispomeneν, δι", τοupsilonperispomeneτο or ταupsilonperispomeneτα.31 It usually begins with an explicit naming
of the two subjects, and then gives a rationale for their comparison, pointing
out similarities between the two men. In this section, Plutarch frequently refers
subjectively to the writing process and occasionally here (and only here) uses the
term “book”—this is, after all, the introduction to the book as a whole.32 First
28. A more detailed study of the structure of the prologues can be found in Duﬀ (forthcoming).
29. Thes. 1.1; Dem. 1.1; Dion 1.1. Cf. Pelling 2002b: 270, who relates the placing of the
addresses to Senecio in these three prologues to their subject matter or that of the Lives which they
introduce. The second person singular is also used in two prologues (Ag./Kleom. 2.9; Aem. 1.6).
There is one mention of listeners (κροατν) at Thes. 1.5, and three references to “readers” (Alex.
1.1, τοupsilongraveς ναγιν σκοντας; Nik. 1.1, τοupsilongraveς ντυγχ	νοντας; Demetr. 1.5, τν ντυγχαν"ντων) (cf.
Pelling 2002b: 276–77). The only other address to Senecio in the Lives is once in the transition
from a ﬁrst Life to a second (Dem. 31.7). Addresses to Senecio elsewhere occur in the ﬁrst line
of Prof. in virt. (75a), and in the ﬁrst line of each of the 9 books of Quaest. conv., as well as in
the last line of that work as a whole (748d). (In fact, he also appears as a participant in Quest. conv. 1
problem 5 (622d-), 2 problem 3 (635e-), 4 problem 3 (666d-)).
30. One of the functions of rhetorical prologues according to ancient theoreticians: see, e.g., the
passages cited in Lausberg 1960: §266–79. Cf. similarly “oblique” openings in the Moralia, e.g., De
Curiositate 515b-d. Such suspense would be heightened if the two subjects were not named in a
title at the start of the book (see below, n.232).
31. δ) οupsilonlenisperispomeneν: Thes. 2.1; Kim. 3.1; οupsilonlenisperispomeneν: Per. 2.5; δι": Dem. 3.1; ταupsilonperispomeneτα δ-: Phok. 3.1; Pel. 2.9
Ag./Kleom. 2.7; τοupsilonperispomeneτο δ: Sert. 1.11; Demetr. 1.7; 2ν (equivalent to τοupsilonacuteτων): Aem. 1.6.
32. For the term “book,” see above, n.3. It is striking that Plutarch never uses the term “book” in
the ﬁrst section of the prologue or in the synkrisis. On references to the writing process, cf. Pelling
2002b: 269.
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person verbs, as well as references to “me” or “us,” occur in both sections of the
prologue, as they do also in the synkrisis (they are much rarer in the two Lives).
But the presence of the narrator is generally felt more strongly in the second
section, though there is a tendency to move towards more impersonal expressions
as we approach the end.33
This two-part structure is found in all but two of the surviving thirteen
prologues.34 Take the Perikles–Fabius prologue (Per. 1–2). It begins not with
mention of the subjects of the two Lives, but with an anecdote about the emperor
Augustus. It continues with a contrast between sense-perception and reason: the
former must receive every stimulus which impinges on it, whereas our reason
may be directed towards objects that will beneﬁt us. Such an object is provided by
virtuous deeds, which inspire their “viewers” not just to admire them, as works of
art inspire their viewers, but to imitate them; consideration of the virtuous deeds
of others thus brings beneﬁt, not just pleasure or admiration (Per. 1.1–2.4).35
Already by this point it has become clear that, in talking of deeds (πρ	3εις),
Plutarch expects his readers to have in mind the deeds of statesmen, recorded in
history.36 But it is only at this point that Plutarch mentions for the ﬁrst time the
subjects of the two Lives which this prologue introduces and the reasons for their
pairing: “So it seemed right for us too (4Εδο3εν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν κα. 5μν . . .) [i.e., because
history in general is beneﬁcial] to persevere in our writing of the Lives, and we
have composed this book, tenth in the series, which contains the Life of Perikles
and that of Fabius Maximus, who fought it out with Hannibal: men who were
alike in their virtues, especially in their calmness and justice and their ability to
endure the follies of their peoples and of their colleagues in oﬃce, and so proved
most beneﬁcial to their countries . . .” (Per. 2.5).
The same structure is seen in the prologue to the Aemilius–Timoleon (Aem.
1). A claim for the moral beneﬁts to be gained from studying the great men of
the past begins [section 1], enlivened both by the image of such men as actually
appearing to Plutarch, like phantoms, and by the claim that Plutarch himself
was an eager imitator of the men whose Lives he wrote, always concentrating
33. First person verbs and pronouns in the ﬁrst section: Thes. 1.2-5; Per. 1.2; 1.4; 2.3; Dem.
1.1; 1.4; 2.2-4; Kim. 2.2-3; Aem. 1.1-5; Ag./Kleom. 2.6 (but the section division is more complex
here: see appendix 1); Demetr. 1.1; 1.5-6. In the second section: Kim. 3.1; Per. 2.5; Dem. 3.1, 4;
Pel. 2.9; Sert. 1.8; 1.11; Phok. 3.2; 3.6; Dion 2.5; Aem. 1.6; Ag./Kleom. 2.7; 2.9. In transitional
sentences: Kim. 3.3; Per. 2.5; Pel. 2.12; Dion 2.7; cf. Phok. 4.1 (n. 52, below). Perrin’s Loeb
translation sometimes introduces ﬁrst and second persons where they do not exist in the Greek: e.g.
Phok. 1.4; 2.9; Dem. 3.5. In Aem. 1.6 Perrin introduces the term “readers”.
34. General reﬂections, Thes. 1; rationale for comparison, Thes. 2. Reﬂections, Kim. 2; rationale,
Kim. 3. Reﬂections, Per. 1.1–2.4; rationale, Per. 2.5. Reﬂections, Dem. 1–2; rationale, Dem.
3. Reﬂections, Phok. 1–2; rationale, Phok. 3. Reﬂections, Dion. 1.1; rationale, Dion. 1.1–2.7.
Reﬂections, Aem. 1.1–5; rationale, Aem. 1.6. Reﬂections, Sert. 1.1–7; rationale, Sert. 1.8–12.
Reﬂections, Pel. 1.1–8; rationale, Pel. 1.9–12. Reﬂections, Demetr. 1.1–6; rationale, Demetr. 1.7–8.
Reﬂections, Ag./Kleom. 1.1–2.6; rationale, Ag./Kleom. 2.7–11.
35. For discussion of this section of the Per.-Fab. prologue, see Duﬀ 1999: 34–45.
36. Cf. 6στορσασιν at 1.4 and τ78 6στορα9 at 2.4.
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his mind on “the best and fairest examples” (1.1–5). This leads neatly into the
naming of the subjects of this book and a summary of their similarities [section
2]: “Of which [i.e., as instances of those men who fall into the category of ‘best
and fairest examples’] in the present [sc. book] (ν τ$ παρ"ντι) we have made
ready for you (προκεχειρσμεθ	 σοι) the life of Timoleon the Corinthian and
Aemilius Paulus, men who . . . will make it diﬃcult to decide whether the greatest
of their successes were a result of their good fortune or their good sense” (1.6).37
The phrase ν τ$ παρ"ντι without a noun usually means “at present” or “in
the present circumstances.” Here, however, it is natural to take it as referring
more speciﬁcally to the work Plutarch is introducing: “in the present book.” We
have, then, here the same elements we noted in the Perikles–Fabius prologue:
generalized reﬂections on the moral value of the Lives, introduction of the two
subjects of this pair as virtuous and providing instructive examples, and reference
to the book or writing process.
Recognizing that Aem. 1 is the prologue to the whole Aemilius–Timoleon
book has one further consequence. In our manuscripts, the Aemilius precedes
the Timoleon. But all modern editors, from the 1519 Aldine edition onwards,
including the Loeb and the Bude´, reverse the manuscript order of the Lives and
place Timoleon ﬁrst, on the grounds that Plutarch’s usual practice is to place the
Greek Life before the Roman. But Aem. 1., the prologue to the book as a whole,
must precede both Lives of the pair, and Ziegler must therefore have been right to
restore the manuscript order in his Teubner edition.38 The same argument can be
made for the Sertorius–Eumenes, where the order recorded in our manuscripts,
in which the Roman Life precedes the Greek, is guaranteed by the fact that Sert. 1
forms the prologue to the book as a whole.39
Most prologues follow this same basic structure, in which the two subjects
are only named after a section of reﬂections, and in which the ﬁnal element is
a list of similarities between the two men. The exceptions are the prologues
to the Alexander–Caesar and the Nikias–Crassus (Alex. 1; Nik. 1), which both
begin directly with mention of the two subjects in the ﬁrst line. They continue by
37. The second person singular pronoun in Aem. 1.6 (σοι) is most naturally taken as addressed
to the reader, though it could also perhaps be taken as referring more speciﬁcally to Sosius Senecio,
who though nowhere named in this prologue, is addressed directly in the opening lines of several
other prologues: see above, n.29.
38. See also below, n.119. Note that, when Sintenis 1839–1846 printed the Tim. before the
Aem., as had all previous editions since the Aldine, he shifted the prologue (Aem. 1) to before
the Tim. (a practice followed by all later editors until Ziegler restored the mss. order), thus tacitly
acknowledging that Aem. 1 is the prologue to the book as a whole and not merely to the Aem. In this
Sintenis was anticipated by Cruserius, whose accompanying Latin translation to Stephanus’ 1572
Greek text moves Aem. 1 to before the Tim., with a note “Proemium hoc in exemplari Graeco Vitae
Pauli Aemili praeﬁxum est: quod tamen aptius hic collocatur”; Stephanus’ Greek text, however,
and Cruserius’ 1566–1567 translations keep Aem. 1 at the start of the Aem. and in the middle of
the (wrongly ordered) Tim.-Aem. Boccardo’s 1499 Latin edition, which likewise prints Tim. before
Aem., simply omits Aem. 1.
39. On the order of Lives in these two books and in the Cor.-Alk., see above, n.2.
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addressing the reader immediately afterwards and asking for indulgence for not
giving a lengthy military narrative, and then proceed to discuss methodological
issues concerning how Plutarch will write the Lives which will follow. Neither
prologue lists the similarities of the two men. In eﬀect, then, Alex. 1 and Nik.
1 combine and streamline the two sections which are kept separate in the other
eleven prologues.40 In these two prologues, as in the others, there is a strong sense
of the narrator’s presence, much stronger than in the Lives themselves which
follow, and both he and the readers are implicitly characterized.41
1 .2 transition from prologue to first life
That the prologues are to be conceived of as separate, beyond the fact that they
introduce and in many cases discuss both Lives of the pair, is indicated by two
compositional features. First, many prologues end with a “transitional” phrase—a
phrase, that is, that signals the end of the particular discussion in progress and
looks forward to what follows. The Kimon–Lucullus prologue, for example, after
running through various similarities between the two ﬁgures, concludes “We pass
over perhaps some additional similarities, but it will not be diﬃcult to collect them
from the narrative itself” (Kim. 3.3).42 The use of the term “narrative” (διγησις)
is signiﬁcant here: the prologue, which is emphatically not narrative, is set apart
from what follows.43 A similar transitional phrase, which points forwards to the
Lives that will follow, is found at the end of the Pelopidas–Marcellus prologue,
where a list of resemblances between the two men is concluded with “So taking
the lead from these similarities, we have recorded their Lives in parallel” (Pel.
2.12).44 The Dion–Brutus prologue closes ﬁrst by dismissing further speculation
on the subject of whether phantoms can really have appeared to the two men: “But
these things (λλ: ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ-ν) must be delayed for another work” (λ"γον, Dion
2.7)–a closural sentence common in the Lives, though not paralleled elsewhere
in the prologues.45 It then concludes by pointing forward to the two Lives that
40. For discussion of these two prologues, and further bibliography, see Duﬀ 1999: 14–30;
forthcoming.
41. See Stadter 1988: 292; Pelling 2002b.
42. παραλεπομεν δ) ;σως κα. <λλας τιν:ς =μοι"τητας, ?ς οupsilonlenis χαλεπ&ν κ τ7ς διηγσεως αupsilonlenisτ7ς
συναγαγεν.
43. For “narrative” (διγησις) used in a prologue to refer to the Life or Lives proper, cf. (as
well as Kim. 3.3), Ag./Kleom. 2.9 (below, pp. 253 and 266), “These things you will judge yourself
from the narrative” (ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν πικρινες αupsilonlenisτ&ς κ τ7ς διηγσεως). For “narrative” as used to
refer to the Life proper as opposed to the synkrisis: Ag./Kleom.-Gracch. 1.1, “now that this narrative
has an end” (ταupsilonacuteτης π-ρας χοupsilonacuteσης τ7ς διηγσεως); Nik.-Crass. 2.3, “what passed us by in the
narrative”; Aem.-Tim. 1.1, “since they were like this in their narrative” (κατ: τν 6στοραν).
44. δι"περ 5μες Aπ"μενοι τας =μοι"τησι παραλλλους νεγρ	ψαμεν αupsilonlenisτν τοupsilongraveς βους.
45. E.g., (with slight variations of wording) Num. 12.13; Cato Maj. 7.3; Per. 6.5, 39.3; Fab.
16.6; Alk. 13.9; Cor. 11.6; Tim. 13.10; Lys. 17.11; cf. Frazier 1996: 51–52. Cf. the use of λλ: ταupsilonperispomeneτα
μ-ν or similar to close a discussion with a reference to the reliability of the material that has preceded:
e.g., Cam. 5.6; 22.5; Sert. 9.10; Mar. 11.12 (“But this story is more like guesswork than reliable
history”); Ag./Kleom. 21.4; Gracchi 33.7, 37.8; Art. 18.7.; with an invitation to the reader to judge, a
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will follow, especially the ﬁrst: “In this one (ν δ@ τοupsilonacuteτω$ δ-), the twelfth [sc.
λ"γω$, i.e., book] of the Parallel Lives, let us bring forward on to the stage ﬁrst
the [Life] of the older man.”46 The Demosthenes–Cicero prologue closes with the
notion of judging the two men, and with a transitional phrase similar to that in
the Dion: “. . . it would be diﬃcult to judge whether nature made them more
alike in their manners or fortune in the facts of their lives. But the discussion
should be (λεκτ-ον δ-) about the older man ﬁrst” (Dem. 3.5).47
Other transitional phrases are more explicit in their injunction to the reader
to examine what follows in order to look for conﬁrmation of the points made
in the prologue. The Perikles–Fabius prologue concludes, “But whether we aim
correctly at what we should it is possible [sc. for you] to judge from my account”
(Per. 2.5).48 The Aemilius–Timoleon moves easily in a single sentence from
introduction of the names of the two subjects—who are presented as “the fairest
of examples”—to a list of their similarities, to a claim that, as the two men are
so similar, “they will make it a matter of dispute whether the greatest of their
successes were a result of their good fortune or their good sense” (Aem. 1.6).49
As in the Perikles–Fabius, an implied address to the reader and a reference to
their judgment, their active involvement, marks the end of the prologue.50
The second indication that the prologues are to be regarded as separate from
the ﬁrst Life is that most are followed by asyndeton. As Stadter noticed, of the
13 books which have prologues (his “formal proems”), in 9 cases the ﬁrst Life
proper begins with no connective of any kind (Thes. 3.1; Kim. 4.1; Dem. 4.1; Dion
3.1; Aem. 2.1; Sert. 2.1; Pel. 3.1; Alex. 2.1; Ag./Kleom. 3.1).51 The other four
plea for indulgence, or a reference to its utility (see the examples in Frazier 1996: 52 nn.30–31,
but delete Lyk. 16.8 and for 19.3 read 19.13 and for Dem. 15.5 read 15.6). Closural λλ: ταupsilonperispomeneτα
μ-ν in the Moralia: e.g., Quomodo adulat. 54b; De tuenda sanit. 131b; De fort. Rom. 322c; De
E 389c; fr. 134 (end). On ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν, see below, n.79.
46. Cf. above, pp. 238–39.
47. 2στ) εB γ-νοιτο τ78 φupsilonacuteσει κα. τ78 τupsilonacuteχη8 καθ	περ τεχνταις Cμιλλα, χαλεπς Dν διακριθ7ναι,
π"τερον αupsilonasperacuteτη τος τρ"ποις F τος πρ	γμασιν κενη τοupsilongraveς <νδρας =μοιοτ-ρους περγασται. λεκτ-ον
δ@ περ. τοupsilonperispomene πρεσβυτ-ρου πρ"τερον.
48. εB δ) Gρθς στοχαζ"μεθα τοupsilonperispomene δ-οντος I3εστι κρνειν κ τν γραφομ-νων: literally, “from
what is being written”; cf. τν περ. Δημοσθ-νους κα. Κικ-ρωνος 6στορουμ-νων, “the things being
recorded” in Dem.-Cic. 1.1. Compare the transitional phrase at the end of the prologue to Book 7
of the Table Talk: I3εστι δ@ κρνειν τος παραδεγμασιν, Kν τν Aβδ"μην δεκ	δα τουτ. περι-χει
τ& βιβλον.
49. Kν ν τ$ παρ"ντι προκεχειρσμεθ	 σοι τ&ν Τιμολ-οντος τοupsilonperispomene Κορινθου κα. ΑBμιλου
Παupsilonacuteλου βον, νδρν οupsilonlenis μ"νον τας α6ρ-σεσιν, λλ: κα. τας τupsilonacuteχαις γαθας =μοως κεχρημ-νων
π. τ: πρ	γματα, κα. διαμφισβτησιν παρε3"ντων, π"τερον εupsilonlenisποτμα9 μNλλον F φρονσει τ:
μ-γιστα τν πεπραγμ-νων κατ ρθωσαν.
50. See also Phok. 3.9 (. . . 2στε λεπτοupsilonperispomene π	νυ λ"γου δεσθαι καθ	περ Gργ	νου πρ&ς δι	κρισιν
κα. νεupsilonacuteρεσιν τν διαφερ"ντων).
51. Though not part of the Parallel Lives, the Aratos and Galba show some similarities with
this pattern: a prologue in Arat. 1 and Galba 1–2 is followed by asyndeton in Arat. 2.1 and Galba
3.1. See Stadter 1988: 294–95 and, on the Aratos prologue, appendix 3 below. For further on the
Galba prologue, cf. Georgiadou 1988: 349–52; Ash 1997: esp. 191–96; Duﬀ 1999: 20; 28–29.
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cases (Per. 3.1; Nik. 2.1; Phok. 4.1; Demetr. 2.1) have logical particles (γ	ρ, οupsilonlenisperispomeneν,
μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν, τονυν respectively)—but never the connective δ-.52 This is not another
way of saying that Lives never begin with a δ-. In fact while ﬁrst Lives never
begin with δ-, even when preceded by a prologue, roughly half of the second
Lives do.53 Indeed, in six cases, the δ- at the start of a second Life picks up a
μ-ν at the end of the ﬁrst.54 There is, then, in many books at least, a stronger
break between the prologue and ﬁrst Life than between ﬁrst Life and second.55
It would accordingly make sense for editors to print the prologue as a separate
section, one of four that make up the book, and not, as all modern editors do,
following the lead of the manuscripts, as part of the ﬁrst Life. Similarly ﬁrst Lives
which follow a prologue should be thought of as beginning at a point other than
1.1 in the conventional numbering system.56
2. THE OPENINGS OF LIVES
As we have seen, the openings of books are to be clearly distinguished from
the openings of Lives. It is to the latter that we now turn. It is usually assumed
that Lives are arranged in roughly chronological order, beginning with childhood
or youth. However, while much of the body of the Lives is structured chrono-
logically (albeit enlivened with digressions, anachronies, and static descriptions
of character), openings are not. Instead, as I shall now argue, most Lives begin
with a section in which the structure is thematic and may be wholly unchronologi-
cal. This applies regardless of whether the Life falls ﬁrst or second in the book,
and—if it falls ﬁrst—regardless of whether it is preceded by a prologue. Such
sections, which I will call “synoptic” or “proemial” openings, often employ the
standard biographical topics ﬁrst described by Friedrich Leo: the subject’s family,
character, education, physical appearance, etc.57 But the distinctive feature of
52. Stadter 1988: 276. The transition from formal prologue to ﬁrst Life is handled rather
unusually in the Phokion–Cato Minor. The prologue ends with a statement that Phokion and Cato
are so similar that it will be hard to identify the diﬀerences between them (Phok. 3.9: quoted in n.50).
This is then followed by a statement about Cato’s family, i.e., that of the second ﬁgure, with μ-ν
(τ& μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν Κ	τωνος . . .), which is then picked up by a reference to Phokion’s family (Φωκωνα δ-
. . .) (Phok. 4.1). This connective strategy is similar to that found at the transition from ﬁrst to second
Life in six pairs, but is unique in the transition from prologue to ﬁrst Life. That editors are right
to place the beginning of the Phokion at the reference to Cato’s family, and not at the reference
to Phokion’s which follows, is conﬁrmed by Plutarch’s practice as regards connectives: ﬁrst Lives
never begin with the connective δ-.
53. The Themistokles, a ﬁrst Life apparently not preceded by a prologue, appears to open with
Θεμιστοκλε δ- but the δ- suggests that something has been lost: at the least, the opening words
of the Them., possibly also a prologue to the Them.-Cam. book as a whole. See Duﬀ 2008b: 176–79.
54. See below, pp. 246–47
55. Asyndeton occurs at the start of 5, possibly 6, second Lives (not counting the Caesar, which
is probably corrupt): see below, p. 247–49.
56. See appendix 4.
57. Leo 1901: 180–82. Leo noted in passing that some of the material in this section applies
to the whole of the subject’s life and not just his youth.
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proemial (or “synoptic”) openings is not the presence of these topics, nor the
fact that they often contain material which deals with the subject’s youth; indeed,
these early sections of Lives often also contain material relating to the subject’s
later life too. Rather what distinguishes proemial openings from the rest of the
Life is a narratological feature: they are not structured chronologically (or at least
the logic of their structure is not chronological, even if at times it may coincide
with the chronological order of events). Indeed, in many cases the end of such
opening sections is clearly marked as the point at which chronological narrative
begins. Instead proemial openings treat the life of the subject as a whole, and are
structured thematically. They may thus contain static discussions or descriptions,
anecdotes without narrative context, or references to events or behaviour drawn
from any period of the subject’s life. Very often such material serves to introduce
the character of the subject and to foreshadow themes and images which will recur
later in the Life or events which will later be important. I will not here press the
“preﬁguring” function of these opening sections;58 instead I will concentrate on
demonstrating that there is a structural diﬀerence between these early sections
and the rest of the Life.
2.1 proemial (or ‘‘synoptic’’) openings
A good example of a clearly demarcated proemial opening, which looks
diachronically at the subject’s whole life, is found at the start of the Camillus, the
second Life of the Themistokles–Camillus book. The Life begins with discussion
of the fact that Camillus never held the consulship—the reason being, Plutarch
explains, the poor relations between Senate and people at the time, and Camillus’
refusal to hold the consulship “over an unwilling people” (Cam. 1.1–4). In all
the other oﬃces he held, however, Plutarch continues, Camillus showed himself
both shrewd and modest (Cam. 1.4). This is plainly a judgment on Camillus’
whole career; it concerns neither early years nor does it narrate. Chronological
narrative begins (with δ-) in the next chapter (2.1), which now returns to the start
of Camillus’ career as an adult, with his ﬁrst campaign (“At a time when the house
of the Furii was not yet very illustrious, he was the ﬁrst to achieve fame by his
own eﬀorts, in the great battle . . .”).59 From this point on, chronological narrative
predominates.
The proemial opening is particularly long and particularly clearly marked in
the Perikles (Per. 3–6),60 and deals with Perikles’ family, appearance, teachers,
education, and character, and introduces or foreshadows many themes which will
be important later in the Life.61 The section on Perikles’ education and character,
58. I have done so elsewhere: see Duﬀ 2003; 2008b; 2008c: 191–204; cf. 1999: 162–68. Cf.
on the preﬁguring function of discussions of ancestors, Pelling 1988b: 117; Duﬀ 1999: 310–11.
59. Οupsilonlenisacuteπω δ@ τ"τε περ. τ&ν Φουρων οSκον οupsilonlenisacuteσης μεγ	λης πιφανεας, αupsilonlenisτ&ς φ) Aαυτοupsilonperispomene
πρτος εBς δ"3αν προ7λθεν . . . For further on the opening of the Cam., see Duﬀ 2010: 58–59.
60. Per. 1–2 being the prologue to the Perikles—Fabius book and not part of the Perikles itself.
61. See Duﬀ 2008c: 192–96.
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especially his relationship to Anaxagoras and the character traits which he is
supposed to have learnt from him, plainly relate to his adult life (4.1–5.1).62 This
is therefore not narrative nor does it concern only early education or childhood
character. Two anecdotes illustrate the points made about Perikles’ character: a
story of how he endured abuse demonstrates his calmness (5.2), and an anecdote
about a one-horned goat shows his rationality (6.2–3). Both are presented without
reference to chronology but plainly again concern the adult Perikles, not the
youth.63 Closure to the latter anecdote and to the proemial opening as a whole
is achieved by the typically Plutarchan closural sentence “These things perhaps
belong to another treatise” (ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν ;σως Aτ-ρας στ. πραγματεας) (6.5).
Chronological narrative begins with a δ- in the next sentence: “When Perikles
was very young . . . ” (7.1).64 As Stadter points out, the term “young” here is
itself imprecise; the word could be used of men up till the age of 40 or so.65 But
the important thing for our purposes is that 7.1 marks the beginning of what is
presented as chronological narrative, and gives the appearance of going back to
the start of the subject’s career (even if in reality it is not).
This pattern can be found in numerous other Lives; take the Fabius, the
second Life in the Perikles–Fabius book: chapter 1 of the Fabius (1.2–9)66 forms
the proemial opening, dealing with Fabius’ family, training, character, and voice,
and concluding with reference to a speech of his delivered as an encomium of
his son who died after holding the consulship, i.e., when Fabius himself was old.
Chronological narrative begins in 2.1 with Fabius’ own ﬁrst consulship and the
beginning of his struggle with Hannibal (Π-ντε δ) upsilonasperπατειν ?ς upsilonasperπ	τευσεν 5
πρ τη. . . .).67
The Crassus, the second Life in the Nikias–Crassus book, follows a similar
pattern. Chapters 1–3 deal with his family, his greed, his wealth and how he
used it, and his education. While some of this may be taken as providing an
introduction to the state of Crassus’ ﬁnances when he began his political career,
many of the supporting anecdotes cited in this section relate to periods later in
his life: for example, he is described as making an inventory of his property
“before his expedition against the Parthians” (2.3), which took place when he
was around 60, and as pleading cases which Pompey, Caesar, or Cicero refused
(3.4), which—given that he was considerably older than any of them—must have
taken place when he was well into adulthood. Similarly, if the philosopher called
Alexander whom he is said to have patronized (3.6–7) is to be identiﬁed as
Alexander Polyhistor, this too must be dated to Crassus’ thirties at the earliest.
62. Stadter 1987: 257–58; 1989: 68.
63. On this aspect of Per. 4–6, see Duﬀ 2008a: 14–15.
64. UΟ δ@ Περικλ7ς ν-ος μ@ν Vν σφ"δρα τ&ν δ7μον εupsilonlenisλαβετο.
65. Stadter 1989 ad loc.
66. Fab. 1.1 is a transitional sentence. The Fabius proper begins at Fab. 1.2 in the conventional
numbering system: see below, p. 247.
67. On Fab. 1, cf. Duﬀ 2008a: 16.
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Indeed, Plutarch closes his discussion of Crassus’ relationship with Alexander,
and the proemial opening as a whole (3.8), with the words “But these things
happened later” (λλ: ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν upsilonasperacuteστερον). Chronological narrative only begins
in the next sentence (WΕπε. δ- . . .), with Crassus a young man (ν-ος Vν παντ	πασι)
escaping Marius and Cinna’s reign of terror bc, when he would have been in his
mid to late twenties (Crass. 4.1).68
Chapter 1 of the Cato Major discusses Cato’s family, name, appearance,
character, and performance in war. Then his frugal habits are examined (chs.
2–6) and his oratory, which also revealed his severity (7–9). The structure here
is plainly thematic: most of the anecdotes are undateable and presented without
chronological context. There is, it is true, some sense of chronological movement:
from his presence at Tarentum in 209 bc (2.3); to Valerius Flaccus’ taking an
interest in Cato as a young man, which should be dated to before 195 bc, when
they were both consuls (3.1–4); to his service as quaestor in Africa under Scipio
(204 bc); to his stern remarks to Eumenes II on his visit to Rome in 172 bc
(8.12–13), and his equally stern remarks on a Roman embassy to Bithynia in 149
bc (9.1). But in that last incident Cato must have been 85 and it is clear that
we have gone far beyond his early years. When chronological narrative begins
in 10.1, after a transitional phrase at 9.12 (τν μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν πομνημονευμ	των
γ-νος τοιοupsilonperispomeneτ"ν στιν), we go back to Cato’s election as consul (XΥπατος δ- . . .)
in 195 bc.
Proemial openings, then, contain material drawn from any point in the
subject’s life; this material, furthermore, is often not told in chronological order,
or even in a way which might suggest that it is chronological. The organization is
thematic, and while proemial openings may contain material from childhood, they
look at the Life as a whole and contain material from adult life too. An important
concomitant of this is that childhood in the Lives is rarely narrated.69 That is, while
stories from childhood often occur in these early sections, there is rarely narrative
of the subject’s early years. Thus it would be incorrect to talk, as some scholars
do, of Plutarch hurrying through early years or including ﬂashes forward to later
life; that would imply the presence of a chronological structure which can then
68. Cf. the Solon: proemial opening (1–7), which includes quotations of his poetry and details
of meetings with Thales and Anacharsis, ending with a closural phrase (7.6). Narrative begins at
8.1 (WΕπε. δ-. . . .).
69. There are a few exceptions. One is the Dem.-Cic., where childhood and education are
narrated (Dem. 4–5; Cic. 2–5). This may relate to the fact that these two men were literary ﬁgures as
well as statesmen: although Plutarch denies in Dem. 3.1–2 that he will deal with them as literary
stylists, the two Lives do have features more commonly associated with the Lives of philosophers,
including a greater interest in education and teachers. Another is Pyrrh. 2–3, a narrative of Pyrrhos’
escape from Epirus as a baby. But that narrative might be regarded as an extended anecdote within the
topic of family and ancestry, and is followed (3.6–9) by a non-chronological discussion of Pyrrhos’
appearance and healing powers, which ends with a reference to his death and a closural phrase
(“These things [happened] later”). The length of the anecdote of Pyrrhos’ escape may be connected
with the epic tone of the Pyrrh. (cf. the reference to Achilles in 1.2 with Mossman 1992). Cf. below,
pp. 238–40, on the Thes. and Rom.
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be manipulated or interrupted.70 Nor is childhood treated as a theme in its own
right; rather stories from childhood, as stories from later in the subject’s life, are
used to illustrate or conﬁrm points made about family, appearance or character,
but there is no interest in childhood per se.71 And once the chronological part of
the Life begins, with the subject normally presented as a young adult, stories from
childhood rarely occur.72
All this can be seen clearly in the Cato Minor, the second Life in the Phokion–
Cato Minor book. The Life begins with mention of Cato’s family (1.1–2). It then
turns to Cato’s steadfast, fearless, and inﬂexible character, which he demonstrated
“right from childhood,” including in his lessons (1.3–10). A series of anecdotes
follow, which are intended to conﬁrm and illustrate these traits: for example, he
endures being held out of a window but will not change his mind, and he becomes
enraged when in a game a younger boy is arrested by an older boy (chs. 2–3).
Although these anecdotes are set in childhood, this is not about his childhood;
rather the theme here is Cato’s character, seen diachronically and conceived as
static (i.e., as applying at all periods of his life). The logic of selection is thematic
not chronological, as is made clear by the chronological casualness of the links
between each anecdote: e.g., “on another occasion” (2.6), “it happened that” (3.3),
etc.73 The absence here and in the Lives in general of any narration of childhood,
and the lack of any focus on childhood in its own right, is to be related to the more
general ancient tendency to look to childhood for evidence of, or to illustrate,
the character of the grown adult rather than as a period of Life interesting in itself
or revealing of any kind of development.74
70. Thus the claim of Beck 2007: 401–402 that Plutarch’s treatment of childhood and youth
is marked by “narrative acceleration,” sometimes taking the form of ellipsis, is incorrect. Beck cites
Genette 1980: 43, “. . . ellipsis or leap forward without any return is, obviously, not an anachrony but
a simple acceleration of the narrative . . .” (Genette continues, “it certainly has to do with time, but
time approached as order”). In fact, Plutarchan openings do not generally use chronological order as
a structuring principle at all, and childhood is almost never narrated. Beck does note (404–405, 411)
that material from later in the subject’s life is sometimes included in early sections of Lives, but
prefers to see this (wrongly, in my view) as chronological displacement or ﬂash-forward.
71. Cf. Frazier 1992: 4492–93 on the opening chapters of the Alex. Frazier 1996: 76, also notes
that childhood is not narrated, but sees it, incorrectly in my view, as a topic of interest per se: “Elle
[la jeunesse] en est en eﬀet un des topiques et, dans la limite des renseignements conserve´s par
la tradition, en constitue la premie`re partie oblige´e, partie descriptive et non narrative.” Russell’s
description (1966a: 149 = repr. 1995: 88) of such sections as concerning “personality revealed in
childhood anecdotes” is more accurate.
72. Demetr. 28.10 is an exception, but the story there, which invlolves the young Demetrios,
is in the ﬁrst instance told to illustrate the character of his father, Antigonos.
73. Iτι δ@ παιδ&ς τοupsilonperispomene Κ	τωνος Zντος . . . (2.1); π	λιν δ- . . . (2.6); οupsilonasperacuteτω δ) [ν περιβ"ητος . . .
(3.1); Iτυχε δ- . . . (3.3); Iτι μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν παιδ	ριον Vν μικρ"ν . . . (3.8). Cf. below, n.104.
74. See e.g., Gill 1983; Pelling 1990; 2002a: 321–29; Duﬀ 2008a.
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2.2 transition from proemial opening to lives proper
In many Lives the point at which the proemial or synoptic opening ends and
the narrative begins is clearly marked. In a few cases it is signalled by a closural
or transitional phrase. Such transitional phrases may merely declare that what has
preceded has not been told in chronological order: e.g., “But these things happened
later” (λλ: ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν upsilonasperacuteστερον), a phrase found at the end of the proemial
openings of four Lives (Pyrrh. 3.9; Ant. 5.1; Pomp. 2.12; Crass. 3.8 [without
the οupsilonlenisperispomeneν]), as well as elsewhere.75 At other times, the end of the opening, non-
chronological section of the Life is signalled with a resumptive statement about
the subject’s character, such as “These things, then, are indications of Demetrios’
potential for kindness and justice” (Demetr. 4.5)76—a phrase which indicates that
what has immediately preceded has been organized primarily to bring out certain
character-traits of the subject, and not in order to preserve the chronological order
in which events actually happened (cf. also Brut. 2.8).77 Elsewhere the end of
the opening section is signalled by a statement that what has preceded would
best be suited to another (i.e., non-narrative) work (Per. 6.7), or by an appeal
to the reader to verify what has been said about the character of the subject by
looking at his deeds, which will now be narrated: “Let these things be seen at once
in his deeds” (Mar. 2.4).78 All of these eight transitional phrases are introduced
with μ-ν, and all but one with μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν, itself a typically “transitional” phrase.79
In all seven cases, the μ-ν corresponds to a δ- in the next sentence, the ﬁrst of
the chronological narrative; these transitional sentences point forward, in other
words, to what follows.
But whether or not proemial openings end with such closural or transitional
phrases,80 many are clearly marked oﬀ in other ways from the rest of the Life.
75. Other examples of ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν upsilonasperacuteστερον vel sim., as a marker of closure: Cam. 16.3;
Luc. 36.7 [without οupsilonlenisperispomeneν]; Phil. 13.8; Flam. 12.13 [without οupsilonlenisperispomeneν]; Caes. 4.9; Alex. 56.1; Ant. 50.7;
Lyk. 7.5; 30.18; Arat. 43.9. Cf. Frazier 1996: 52, who refers also to Cato Min. 25.13 (ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν
οupsilonlenisperispomeneν, εB κα. χρ"νοις upsilonasperacuteστερον πρ	χθη . . .). The expression occurs, always with μ-ν but without
οupsilonlenisperispomeneν, in Herodotos (e.g., 6.73.1; 6.91.1; 7.137.3 [ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ-ν νυν]; 8.3.2) and Diodoros (e.g., 13.38.3;
17.18.1; cf. 4.53.2; 13.53.4, though these last two examples are not closural) but not in Thucydides
or Xenophon.
76. ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν εupsilonlenisφυ]ας δεγματα τοupsilonperispomene Δημητρου πρ&ς πιεκειαν κα. δικαιοσupsilonacuteνην.
77. τ& μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν τν παρασμων γ-νος πιστολων τοιοupsilonperispomeneτ"ν στιν. This closes a section which
analyzes Brutus’ “Laconic” style in his Greek letters; but the purpose of the analysis of the letters
is to reveal Brutus’ character: see Moles 1997: 144–47.
78. ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν π. τν πρ	3εων αupsilonlenisτν εupsilonlenisθupsilongraveς θεωρεσθω.
79. For μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν as “transitional,” cf. Denniston 1954: 470–72. The usage is particularly
Plutarchan, as Stiefenhofer 1914/16: 499–500 notes (though some of his citations are incorrect).
For ﬁrst Lives closed with μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν (Lyk. 31.10; Dem 31.7; Lys. 30.8), see below, pp. 246–47. On
ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ-ν as closural, see above, n.45.
80. And it should be emphasized that such phrases are not unique to the transition from openings
to narrative; they occur elsewhere in the Lives to mark the closure of thematically organized or
characterizing material which interrupts the narrative: e.g., Them. 18.1 (ν μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν τος ποφθ-γμασι
τοιοupsilonperispomeneτ"ς τις στν); Cic. 42.1 (τ: μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν κατ) οSκον οupsilonasperacuteτως εSχε); Dion 21.9 (ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν
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First, and most obviously, the ﬁrst sentence of the Life proper (as distinct from
the proemial opening) always narrates. In most cases, the ﬁrst line of this
chronological narrative is connected to what precedes with δ-. Very occasionally
the subject of the Life is named in the ﬁrst words, e.g., UΟ δ@ Κ	των (Cato Min.
4.1).81 More often, though not named, he is their subject, e.g., WΑποδειχθε.ς δ@
ταμας . . . συνε3-πλευσεν . . . (Sulla 3.1),82 or is not the subject but is placed
ﬁrst in the sentence, e.g., 4Ηδη δ) αupsilonlenisτοupsilonperispomene τρι	κοντα Iτη γεγον"τος (Phil. 5.1).83
The second feature that may mark the start of chronological narrative concerns
content. The ﬁrst sentence of the narrative often contains reference to what are
presented as the ﬁrst deeds of the subject on the political or military stage; phrases
such as “when he was still young” are very common, as are references to a “ﬁrst”
action or deed, often a “ﬁrst campaign” (πρ τη στρατεα).84 Thus narrative in
the Crassus begins, “When . . . he himself being extremely young . . . ” (αupsilonlenisτ&ς
δ@ ν-ος Vν παντ	πασι) (4.1).85 Many other Lives are similar: “He took part in
his ﬁrst campaign while still a youth” (WΕστρατεupsilonacuteσατο δ@ πρ την στρατεαν
Iτι μειρ	κιον _ν) (Cor. 3.1); “When Perikles was very young . . .” (UΟ δ@
Περικλ7ς ν-ος μ@ν Vν σφ"δρα . . .) (Per. 7.1).86 Whereas the anecdotes told
in the preceding sections may have concerned any point in the subject’s life from
childhood onwards, including their prime, at the start of the narrative we go back
to what is presented as the beginning of the subject’s adult career.
A good example of a non-chronological opening followed by a transition
to narrative can be found at the start of the Lysander. The Life begins with
the quotation of an inscription on the Akanthian treasury at Delphi, and with
discussion of the statue standing outside (Lys. 1).87 We then hear of Lysander’s
οupsilonlenisκ <χρηστον Iχει τν παρ-κβασιν); Tim. 15.11 (ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν οupsilonlenisκ λλ"τρια τ7ς τν βων
ναγραφ7ς); Arat. 10.5 (ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν 3εταζ-σθω τος παραδεγμασιν). All are followed by δ-
in the next sentence. Other examples of closing a section or digression with ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν are
collected in Van der Valk 1982: 322–24 and Frazier 1996: 51n.28.
81. Also Per. 7.1; Alex. 9.1; Ages. 6.1; cf. Pel. 7.1. Connection with δ-, cf. Stadter 1988:276.
82. Also Cam. 2.1; Kim. 6.1; Luc. 2.1; Crass. 4.1; Cor. 3.1; Cic. 3.1; Brut. 3.1; Eum. 3.1;
Phil. 5.1; Flam. 1.4; Mar. 3.1–2; Gracch. 4.1; Sulla 3.1; Pomp. 3.1; cf. Galba 4.1.
83. Also Pyrrh. 4.1.
84. Age: Luc. 2.1; Per. 7.1; Alex. 9.1; Crass. 4.1; Cor. 3.1; Brut. 3.1; Phil. 5.1; Pel. 7.1; Demetr.
5.1–2; Pyrrh. 4.1; Pomp. 3.1. First campaign (or consulship etc.): Cam. 2.1; Fab. 2.1; Cor. 3.1; Sert.
3.1; Flam. 1.4; Demetr. 5.1–2; Mar. 3.1–2; Sulla 3.1; cf. Luc. 2.1; Ages. 6.1 (Τοupsilonperispomene δ) WΑγησιλ	ου τν
βασιλεαν νεωστ. παρειληφ"τος); Pomp. 3.1. That is not to say that age or the ﬁrst campaign are only
used to open the narrative: at Cato Maj. 1.7–8, within a long non-chronological section, Cato’s ﬁrst
campaign (φησ. γ:ρ αupsilonlenisτ&ς Aπτακαδεκα γεγον`ς Iτη τν πρ την στρατεupsilonacuteσασθαι στρατεαν . . .) is
used to illustrate his greater desire for renown as a soldier than as a speaker (but this is introduced
as his own words, not those of the narrator); at 2.5 a campaign as μειρ	κιον is used as the setting for a
characterizing anecdote. On Aem. 3.1, see below, n.105.
85. Crassus was about 28 at this point (pace Perrin ad loc.). Schettino 2005: 416, points out
that “young” here has a “political” sense: he had not yet begun the cursus honorum.
86. Trans. Stadter 1989 ad loc.
87. For discussion, Stadter 1992a: 41–42; Duﬀ 1999: 162–65. Cf. on Lys. 2, Pelling 1988a:
268–74 (= repr. 2002a: 292–97); Duﬀ 1999: 177–84; 2008a: 14.
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parentage, upbringing and character, including the claim (2.6) that, though he
ﬁlled Sparta with wealth and the love of wealth [i.e., through his successes in
the Aegean towards the end of his career], he was never himself corrupted by
it. This is plainly not narrative, and is not focused on early years; rather it looks
at Lysander’s life as a whole. This non-chronological section concludes with
two anecdotes (2.7–8). The ﬁrst shows Lysander refusing gifts for his daughters,
and is introduced in illustration of the claim that he was never corrupted. As
it refers to Dionysios I of Syracuse, who came to power in 406 bc, it must be
dated to after Lysander’s despatch to Ephesos, which took place in late 408 or
early 407 and which is narrated in the next chapter.88 The second anecdote, which
is described as happening “a little later,” seems to show him accepting gifts
for a daughter. This second anecdote may well be corrupt (why two daughters
in the ﬁrst, and only one in the second?) and should probably be emended,
perhaps so that it shows the actions of another, dishonest Spartan, who is being
contrasted with Lysander.89 But the important point for our purpose here is that
the placing of these two anecdotes at this point in the Life is plainly not motivated
by chronological considerations. It is only when we reach 3.1 (WΕπε. δ- . . . ) that
chronological narrative begins with a long and syntactically complex sentence,
culminating—after a full 10 lines of Teubner text—with Lysander’s name placed
emphatically as the ﬁnal word of the sentence: the Spartans “. . . sent out to
take command of the sea—Lysander” (. . . κπ-μπουσιν π. τν τ7ς θαλ	ττης
5γεμοναν Λupsilonacuteσανδρον). Narrative continues from this point. Lys. 3.1, then,
begins chronological narrative after a non-chronological introduction, which had
itself been arranged thematically. And although Lysander is not named ﬁrst, and is
not the grammatical subject, he is the central ﬁgure of the sentence, which, by
delaying his entry, builds up his despatch to the Aegean as the ﬁrst event of the
narrative.90
2.3. thematic and chronological arrangement
In many Lives, then, there is a clear and straightforward distinction between a
thematically-organized opening, which looks at the life of the man as a whole, and
the narrative which follows.91 Often, as we have seen, the incidents mentioned
in the proemial opening are arranged in a wholly unchronological sequence;
88. The story may, like many of the anecdotes in these opening sections, be apocryphal. But that
is irrelevant for the point at stake here.
89. I.e., he was corrupt in a situation where Lysander was not. The anecdote also functions as an
illustration of the corrupting eﬀects which Lysander’s policies had on Sparta. Discussion of these
two anecdotes can be found in Renehan 1981; Sansone 1981; Duﬀ 1999: 182–84; Pelling 2002a:
299n.35. All agree that the second anecdote must refer to someone other than Lysander; Renehan and
Pelling think no emendation is necessary.
90. Cf. Russell 1966a: 152 (= repr. 1995: 91); Duﬀ 1999: 184–85. Compare Demetr. 5.1–2,
which has a similar structure.
91. Clearly deﬁned proemial openings: e.g., Sol. 1–7; Cam. 1; Cato Maj. 1–9; Per. 3–6; Fab.
1.2–9; Crass. 1–3; Cic. 1–2; Cato Min. 1–3; Brut. 1–2; Phil. 1–4; Flam. 1.1–3; Alex. 2–8; Demetr.
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chronological narrative only begins when the narrative proper starts, with the
subject usually presented as a young man. At other times, however, the order
in which events or anecdotes are introduced within the proemial opening may to a
greater or lesser extent correspond with the chronological order in which they
happened. Nevertheless, the organizing principle remains thematic, but there is
in such cases a convergence between theme and chronology. Such convergence
makes smoother the transition from characterizing or introductory material to
chronological narrative: preﬁguring material on education or childhood, for
example, can lead naturally into narrative of early adult career. All the same
there is usually still a point of transition, when thematically organized material
ends and narrative begins.
Take the Kimon, which begins with Kimon’s family, his wayward character as
a youth and the rumor that he slept with his sister, leading to Plutarch’s comment
that “he was given to the love of women” and was passionately attached to his
wife (Kim. 4).92 All of this is told to characterize Kimon. The next chapter is
not yet chronological narrative, but begins to merge introductory characterizing
material with narrative: in order to illustrate Kimon’s good character, which
meant that he was superior to his contemporaries “even when still young and
inexperienced in war” (ν-ος Vν Iτι κα. πολ-μων <πειρος), Plutarch mentions
his fearlessness in urging the abandonment of Athens in the face of the Persian
invasion; similarly, the reputation which he won for his brave conduct at Salamis
meant that he was welcomed when he entered politics (Kim. 5). These incidents are
themselves referred to in chronological order. But the organizing principle here is
still thematic, not chronological: character traits are stated, and then illustrated
with reference to his deeds. The narrative proper begins in chapter 6: “When (WΕπε.
δ-) after the ﬂight of the Medes from Greece he was sent out as general. . . .”93
The Aristeides begins with a long discussion of whether Aristeides was really
poor or not, complete with numerous references to other writers, which not only
puts on display Plutarch’s own learning and competence as a historian but also
raises the issue of the right use of wealth, an important theme in the Aristeides–
2–4; Mar. 1–2; Num. 1; Lys. 1.-2; Sulla 1–2; Ages. 1–5; Pomp. 1–2. Also Galba 3 (though Galba
is not one of the Parallel Lives).
92. Kim. 1–3 being the prologue to the Kim.-Luc. book.
93. Compare the opening of the Lucullus. It begins with Lucullus’ family, and his early success
in prosecuting his father’s accuser. His education is then discussed, and the way in which, late in
his life, after his rivalry with Pompey, he gave free rein to his cultural leanings. This is not narrative,
though as chapter 1 nears its end, there is now a gradual slide towards it. The theme of his love of
literature is demonstrated by the fact that he wrote a history in Greek on “the Marsic war” (1.8),
and his love of his brother by the fact that he refrained from standing for oﬃce before his brother and
was then elected edile along with him (1.8–9). The function of this section is in the ﬁrst place to
illustrate Lucullus’ character. But mention of the Marsic war, and of his election, the ﬁrst rung on
the career, leads in smoothly to narrative of his ﬁrst steps in his career, which begins in 2.1 with
“When he was young (Ν-ος δ) _ν), in the Marsic war, he provided many examples of courage and
intelligence . . .” Note that Lucullus’ election for the aedileship mentioned in Luc. 1.9 must post-date
his campaigns as a young man narrated in Luc. 2–4 (Pelling 2010, ad loc.).
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Cato Major book as a whole (Arist. 1).94 There then follows a long section on
Aristeides’ rivalry with Themistokles, which both characterizes Aristeides and
sets the political scene (2–4). Within this discussion, various anecdotes or sayings
of Aristeides are presented, without any reference to chronology.95 Once we reach
5.1 and “When Datis . . . put in at Marathon” (πε. δ@ ΔNτις . . .) things are starting
to become chronological, but this is interrupted at chapter 6 with a long discussion
of Aristeides’ reputation for justice. A section on Aristeides’ ostracism follows
(chapter 7) and it is only with, “In the third year (Τρτω$ δ) Iτει), when Xerxes was
advancing through Thessaly and Boiotia” (8.1) that narrative really gets going.
In the Aristeides, then, we have a thematically organized opening, which
begins a slide toward narrative but then is pulled back to another thematic section
(discussion of Aristeides’ character); narrative only ﬁnally starts after this. This
is a pattern found in several Lives.96 The ﬁrst two chapters of the Themistokles
deal with his family, education, and character; they are rich in anecdotal material
and organized thematically rather than by chronology.97 Even the statement at 2.1,
“When still a child, he is acknowledged to have been impetuous, and intelligent
by nature, but by choice fond of great action and politics,” is a statement about
his character over his whole life, which showed itself even when still a child,
rather than on his childhood per se. Indeed this characterization is based on Thuc.
1.138.3, a retrospect on the character of the adult Themistokles at the end of
his life.98 From 3.1, when Themistokles enters public life, there is a sense of
chronological progression, especially when we hear of Themistokles’ reaction to
Miltiades’ success at Marathon, and of his improving of Athens’ ﬂeet. But this
is interrupted by the long series of anecdotes in chapter 5, which illustrate his
ambition,99 and the shift is really only complete in 6.1, where the narrative of
Themistokles’ role in the Persian Wars themselves starts: “When the Mede was
now descending on Greece . . . ”100
Similar slippage between proemial material and narrative can be seen at the
start of the Coriolanus. It begins with Coriolanus’ family and character; his one-
94. E.g., Arist. 1 and 27 (the ﬁrst and last chapters: below, p. 244); Cato Maj. 4–6; 18.2–19.3;
21.3–8; Arist.-Cato Maj. 3–4. On this theme in the Arist.-Cato Maj., cf. Desideri 1985: 396–97.
95. E.g., 3.2, “Finally, once when . . .” (τ-λος δ- ποτε), where the “ﬁnally” suggests a chrono-
logical progression which is in fact absent; 3.3, “On another occasion” (π	λιν δ-); 4.2, “At any rate it
is said that once” (λ-γεται γοupsilonperispomeneν ποτε).
96. In addition to the examples below, cf. also Ant. 1–5 and Pyrrh. 1–3 (above, n.69). On the
Pub., see below, n.159.
97. The anecdotes in Them. 1.4 and 2.4, for example, refer to the mature Themistokles. And
there is no need to suppose that the anecdote of Themistokles’ father trying to dissuade him from
public life (2.8) must have taken place when he was young: see Duﬀ 2010: 72n.24. I have discussed
the proemial function of Them. 1 in detail in Duﬀ 2008b. On Them. 2, see Duﬀ 2008a: 3–11; 2009.
98. On Plutarch’s adaptation of the Thucydides passage, see Martin 1961: 327–29; Duﬀ
2008a: 4.
99. Some of these anecdotes relate to events that happened after the Persian Wars (e.g., 5.4 with
Frost 1980, ad loc.).
100. Cf. Duﬀ 2008b: 170; 2010:52.
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sided, purely military upbringing made him unsociable but gave him formidable
prowess (Cor. 1–2). There are heavy Platonic overtones here, presenting Cori-
olanus in terms drawn from the Republic.101 But this section is not about his
childhood: rather it assesses his life as a whole, and his education and his being
an orphan are invoked to explain his adult character.102 Chronological narrative
begins in 3.1 with “He fought on his ﬁrst campaign while still a youth.” In chapter
4 we seem to slip back into the kind of static discussions of character that are
typical of proemial openings. But the discussion here of Coriolanus’ ambition
speciﬁcally concerns him as a young man, and the campaigns in which he showed
this ambition are probably to be thought of as preceding the events of chapter
5 onwards. So, while chapter 4 contains character analysis, it is embedded in the
narrative. Once again, then, we have a slide from the synoptic characterizing or
introductory material of the proemial opening into chronological narrative.
The Eumenes, a second Life, appears to begin at once with narrative: Philip
saw the young Eumenes wrestling and took him into his retinue; after Philip’s
death (336 bc) he was held in high honor and after Hephaistion’s death (324) even
attained the hipparchy which belonged previously to Perdikkas, and married a
woman Plutarch calls Barsine, the sister of Alexander’s concubine of the same
name (Eum. 1).103 But we then learn about Eumenes’ enmity with Hephaistion,
which is illustrated with three anecdotes that ﬁll most of chapter 2. These episodes
obviously relate to a time earlier than Eumenes’ taking command of the cavalry
after Hephaistion’s death. We are not, then, dealing with chronological narrative
here; these stories introduce the theme of Eumenes’ personal relationships with
the leading Macedonians, which will be so important throughout the Life.104
However, the incidents used in this section, though not themselves arranged
in chronological order, all predate the narrative contained in the rest of the Life,
which covers only the last few years of Eumenes’ life (323–316/5 bc). The
break between proemial opening and narrative is thus less keenly felt here, and
the former might be regarded as containing background material on Eumenes’
character and career before Alexander. Chronological narrative begins at Eum.
3.1 with “After Alexander’s death . . .” (WΑποθαν"ντος δ) WΑλε3	νδρου . . .).
Similar can be said of the Pelopidas. The early chapters give the appearance
of being arranged in chronological order, but the governing principle is in fact
thematic. The Life begins at Pel. 3.1 with Pelopidas’ family, the wealth that
he inherited and the way that he used that wealth for his friends’ beneﬁt. Only
Epameinondas refused his ﬁnancial help, and Pelopidas instead joined him in
101. Pelling 1996: xxviii-xxix; Duﬀ 1999: 206–10.
102. “Explain” because this is one of the rare instances in the Lives where Plutarch sees
experiences in childhood as inﬂuencing the way adult character developed, rather than just providing
a conﬁrmation of a static character. See Duﬀ 2008a: 13–14.
103. In fact, Barsine is probably a mistake for Artonis, the name found in Arrian, Anabasis 7.4.
104. Note the vagueness of the links between the episodes in ch. 2: προσ-κρουσε πολλ	κις . . .
πρτον μ-ν . . . (2.1); Iπειτα . . . (2.4); π	λιν δ- . . . (2.8). Cf. above, n.73.
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living a frugal life (ch. 3). Chapter 4 analyzes the characters of Pelopidas and
Epameinondas together, in much the same way as prologues analyze and compare
the characters of the two subjects of a pair: they were notable for their lack of
jealousy towards each other, which led them to take each other’s successes as
their own (4.2–4). So far the selection of material has been thematic rather than
chronological, and has not related particularly to their early years; indeed the
mention of their lack of jealousy at the other’s successes must relate to their
prime. Chronology starts to intrude in the next paragraph, when Plutarch dates
the beginning of their friendship to Epameinondas’ defending of Pelopidas, after
the latter was wounded, at the Battle of Mantineia in 385 bc (4.5–8). The next
paragraph, which begins “After this” (μετ: δ@ ταupsilonperispomeneτα) concerns the seizing of
the Kadmeia by Phoibidas in 382 (5.1). But Pelopidas is almost entirely absent
from chapters 5–6, except for a brief mention that he was forced into exile (5.3).
This section then provides background, and the narrative proper begins in 7.1
with UΟ δ@ Πελοπδας.105
A similarly extended and complex case is provided by the Demosthenes.
The Life begins (ch. 4) with Demosthenes’ family, guardians, and nickname.106
Chapter 5 begins with “They say that the origin of his desire to become an
orator was like this.” There follows what appears at ﬁrst sight to be narrative of
his youthful struggle to learn public speaking, including (6.1–2) his prosecution
of his guardians, and (6.3) his ﬁrst speeches before the people. But the detail
about his ﬁrst speeches before the people is in the imperfect: this is presented
as characterizing behavior rather than a single decisive event. And before long
this becomes a general discussion of his style and ability as a speaker throughout
his whole life, with many anecdotes drawn from the later as well as the earlier
periods of his life (chs. 6–11).107 A transitional sentence occurs at 11.7: “But
concerning these things (λλ: περ. μ@ν τοupsilonacuteτων), although we have more to say
we shall stop here; it is fair that the rest of his character and disposition be
105. Cf. the Aem., which begins with ancestry (2.1–5). We are then told that the young
Aemilius did not follow the pursuits of other young men but preferred to acquire a reputation
for “courage, justice, and good faith,” “in which he immediately surpassed all his contemporaries”
(2.6). Conﬁrmatory examples follow, beginning with his attaining the aedileship in 193 bc (3.1,
πρ την γοupsilonperispomeneν τν πιφανν ρχν . . . μετελθ ν) and his behaviour as augur, an oﬃce which he
held from 192 until his death (3.2–5). This is roughly in chronological order, but the characterising
function of these examples is predominant; in particular, there is a long discussion of Aemilius’
respect for religious tradition as augur, which leads into discussion of his respect for Roman military
tradition “when in command” (ν τ$ στρατηγεν), through which “he tried to set his country straight”
(_ρθου τν πατρδα) (3.5–7). This last item plainly relates to a period after 192; it is introduced
to characterize Aemilius and because of the thematic link with his behavior as augur. Thus although
there has been a sense of chronological progression in 2.5–3.7, the transition to narrative is not
complete until 4.1–2 with Συστ	ντος δ@ τοupsilonperispomene πρ&ς WΑντοχον . . . πολ-μου and Aemilius’ being sent
out as στρατηγ"ς (praetor) in 191.
106. Naming and names is a topic more commonly covered in Roman Lives than Greek: Rom.
1–6, passim; Cato Maj. 1.3; Fab. 1.2–4; Cic. 1.3–6; Aem. 2.2; Mar. 1.1–5.
107. Cf. Cooper 2008: 77–82 on the source for this material.
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examined from his deeds and statesmanship”–a phrase which though paralleled
elsewhere in Plutarch (e.g., Mar. 2.4) is particularly appropriate to Demosthenes
as it introduces the notion of a tension between his ﬁne words and ideals and his
personal weakness (see 20.2). By 12.1, which refers to his entering politics at
the time of the Phocian War (i.e., the Third Sacred War), things are becoming
more chronological. But although chapters 12–16 are loosely set in the period
between 356 and the early 340s, there is little sense of chronological movement
and this section is really a static discussion of what Plutarch calls in 16.1 5 . . .
τοupsilonperispomene Δημοσθ-νους πολιτεα (“Demosthenes’ political stance”). Chronological
narrative only gets going properly in 17.1 with “When (WΕπειδ δ) or in other mss,
WΕπε. δ)) matters were inclining to war . . . Demosthenes impelled the Athenians to
Euboea.”
The Phokion appears at ﬁrst to be a straightforward case: the Life begins with
discussion of Phokion’s family, wealth, and character (Phok. 4.1–5.2); then his
speeches are analyzed for conﬁrmation that his character was good-natured but
forbidding (Phok. 5.3–10). Chronological narrative seems to commence in 6.1
with “When he was young . . .” (ν-ος δ) _ν) and mention of his successes on
his ﬁrst campaign at Naxos with Chabrias in 376 bc (Phok. 6.4–7.2). But this
is structured only very loosely by chronology: Chabrias’ death at Chios in 357
is mentioned before Naxos, even though it happened nineteen years later (6.2),
and this soon becomes a generalized discussion of Phokion’s relationship with
Chabrias; Plutarch mentions, for example, that after Chabrias’ death (i.e., long
after Phokion’s ﬁrst campaign with him) Phokion took Chabrias’ son Ktesippos
in hand (7.3–4). The next chapters deal with Phokion’s political stance and rela-
tionship with the demos. To illustrate the claim that the people had extraordinary
respect for him despite his being prepared to stand up to them and oppose them
when necessary, Plutarch claims that, even though he was elected to the gener-
alship 45 times, he never once sued for it in person (8.2). This is plainly not
narrative of his ﬁrst steps in politics but a diachronic retrospect. Several chapters
of anecdotes, presented without reference to chronology, and intended to give a
picture of Phokion at the height of his career, follow (9–11). It is not until chapter
12 that chronological narrative proper starts: “When Philip was inﬁltrating Euboia
(Παραδυομ-νου δ) εBς τν Εupsilonlenisacuteβοιαν) . . . Phokion was sent out as general with
a small force” (12.1).108
One might wish to label examples like this “false starts.”109 But that is probably
overstating the case: such a label might be taken as implying that Plutarch’s
readers would have expected a rigid division between opening, with its thematic
organization, and narrative, and would have been misled by Phok. 6.1. The
108. On Phok. 4–12 as not organized chronologically, see Bearzot 1985: 17–21; 1993: 92–96;
Tritle 1992: 4268–75. As Tritle 1992: 4268 notes, there is an almost total absence here of stories
dating to Phokion’s childhood.
109. Or “false endings”: cf. D. P. Fowler 1989: 97–98.
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existence of such gradual transitions, and the “slippage” they incorporate, show
that Plutarch was not writing to a rigid scheme; they do however conﬁrm the basic
tendency for Lives to open with thematically organized material and only become
chronological later.110
The most striking example of this slide from characterizing material to nar-
rative is provided by the Alkibiades. The ﬁrst 16 chapters consist mainly of
self-contained anecdotes, often tacked together without explicit chronological
or causal links, together with discussions of his character.111 Narrative only be-
gins in earnest in 17.1, with the word “Sicily” (Σικελας δ-). Still, there is
a sense of some overall chronological movement through these chapters, even
if the individual anecdotes are out of chronological order: a sense that Alk-
ibiades is going from a child to a young man in politics.112 Particularly to-
wards the end of this section, from chapter 10 onwards, and especially from
13.1, narrative is increasingly dominant as the individual blocks of narrative
become longer and the subject more political, though chapter 16, a collection
of characterizing material, including many anecdotes, disrupts this shift. Thus,
while the early chapters are distinct from what follows, and while they cer-
tainly play a proemial role, the transition from the opening to the narrative
is gradual.113
2.4. bare openings
Most Lives, then, begin with a thematically organized opening section (a
“proemial opening”). This may be wholly unchronological, and marked oﬀ clearly
from the narrative that follows. Its structure may be such, on the other hand,
that at times the order in which its material is arranged may coincide with the
chronological order of events—but its governing principle is thematic. In this
latter case the transition from opening to narrative is eased.
110. The Ag./Kleom. and Sert. are also complex cases. Ag./Kleom. begins with background
narrative of the condition of Sparta in the period between Agesilaos and Agis (chapter 3). This is, in
fact, almost wholly concerned with the royal family, so could be regarded as an example of the theme
of family and ancestry. When Agis is introduced in 4.1 it is with a general statement of his surpassing
all kings since Agesilaos, a judgement which applies to his life as a whole, not his youth, though
we move from here rapidly to Agis at age 20 rejecting a life of pleasure. Chapter 5, however, pauses
to give more background on the state of aﬀairs in Sparta, before narrative begins with the young Agis
in 6.1. The Sert. begins with Sertorius’ family and his training in law, then states that his military
successes “turned his ambition in that direction” (2.2). There then follows a numbered list of such
successes (3.1, πρτον μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν; 3.2, δεupsilonacuteτερον), in what at ﬁrst might appear to be a thematically
ordered sequence conﬁrming the point about his ambition. But by halfway through chapter 3 (3.5,
μετ: δ@ τ&ν . . . π"λεμον; 4.1, κ τοupsilonacuteτου) this has become chronological, and narrative continues
from here onwards.
111. Many of the individual incidents here are undatable and there is no reason to assume that
they are in chronological order. See Russell 1966b; Frazier 1996: 76–78.
112. E.g., 7.1, τν δ@ παιδικν 5λικαν παραλλ	σσων; 7.3, Iτι δ@ μειρ	κιον Vν στρατεupsilonacuteσατο;
10.1, πρ την δ) αupsilonlenisτ$ π	ροδον εBς τ& δημ"σιον; 13.1, πε. δ) φ7κεν αupsilonasperτ&ν εBς τν πολιτεαν Iτι
μειρ	κιον _ν.
113. For the proemial role of Alk. 1, see Duﬀ 2008c: 196–201; of Alk. 2–3, see Duﬀ 2003.
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There are, however, a few Lives which do not have such a thematic open-
ing, but rather pitch straight into narrative. Lives which begin with such “bare”
openings often contain in their early chapters information on the standard bio-
graphical topoi, but the crucial diﬀerence is that such material does not stand
apart, but is subsumed into the chronological narrative. Such “bare” openings
are rare but do occur in either a ﬁrst Life after a prologue (Dion, Theseus) or a
second Life (Romulus, Timoleon)–but never in a ﬁrst Life which is not preceded
by a prologue.114 In other words, as Stadter correctly saw,115 no book ever begins
directly with narrative.116 In all cases, there are particular features of the Life itself
which explain Plutarch’s varying of his usual pattern.
Let us start with the Theseus, a ﬁrst Life which follows a prologue. Although
the ﬁrst four chapters (Thes. 3–6), concern Theseus’ family, one of the typical
themes of proemial openings, the material here is narrated, and Theseus’ discovery
of his true birth leads to his journey to Athens and the start of his adventures. There
is thus no opening section of the kind we have seen in other Lives. The Romulus,
the second Life in the Theseus–Romulus book as a whole, begins with a mythic
history of Rome, and continues on to the divine birth of Romulus and Remus, and
how they came to found Rome. Interestingly, the very ﬁrst words of the Romulus
are “The great name of Rome” (Τ& μ-γα τ7ς UΡ μης Zνομα); it is Rome which is
the subject of the opening chapter, and to an extent of the whole Life. Indeed,
the prologue to the Theseus–Romulus book begins with geography (“Just as in
geographies, Sosius Senecio, historians squeeze on to the edges of their maps
. . .” Thes. 1.1); and introduces the two men as ﬁt subjects for comparison as the
founders of their two cities (“It began to seem right to set against and compare
the founder of fair and famous Athens with the father of invincible and glorious
Rome” Thes. 1.5). It is perhaps not surprising, then, that Rome and not Romulus
is the focus in the ﬁrst few chapters of the Romulus.117
114. Cf. Van der Valk 1982: 305–306 and 325–27, but his analysis is marred by i) taking Cor. and
Aem. as second Lives, and ii) counting prologues as part of the ﬁrst Life and not distinguishing
between ﬁrst Lives that follow a prologue and ﬁrst Lives which begin a book.
115. Thus, although I do not believe that Stadter’s term “informal” prologue is useful or that the
nine examples of such which he cites form a meaningful group (and the opening of the Them. is
corrupt), his categorization does acknowledge that no ﬁrst Life begins with narrative unless preceded
by a prologue (what Stadter calls a “formal proem”).
116. Or rather, with narrative of the life of the ﬁrst subject (as opposed to another ﬁgure); the
prologue to the Kim.-Luc. begins with narrative about another ﬁgure, Damon of Chaironeia. Note
also that the proemial opening to the Lyk., a ﬁrst Life not preceeded by a prologue, contains a ﬁrst
person verb (πειρασ"μεθα) and references to the writing process, features common in prologues
(Lyk. 1.7).
117. Note that Τ& μ-γα τ7ς UΡ μης Zνομα in Rom. 1.1 seems to allude to Nikias’ words in
Thuc. 7.64.2, where Nikias tells the Athenians at Syracuse that they are all that is left of the city
and τ& μ-γα Zνομα τν WΑθηνν; he has just made the point that the Athenians came to conquer
Sicily. In Rom. 1.1 Plutarch makes the point that Rome was so named, from the Greek for “strength,”
because of the success of its early inhabitants in conquest; the allusion to Nikias’ speech and the
Sicilian disaster sets Rome’s imperial history against the rather less successful one of Athens. On the
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The Dion, a ﬁrst Life which follows a prologue, likewise begins immediately
with narrative. The ﬁrst lines are surprising: Plutarch has just marked the end
of the prologue (Dion 2.7) with “let us bring ﬁrst on to the stage the life of
the older [i.e., earlier] man” (τ&ν τοupsilonperispomene πρεσβυτ-ρου προεισαγ	γωμεν). But he
begins the next sentence, the ﬁrst of the Dion proper (3.1), not with mention of
Dion himself, the older of the two subjects, but with “The older Dionysios . . .”
(Διονupsilonacuteσιος = πρεσβupsilonacuteτερος . . .), thus cleverly confounding audience expectations.
Chapter 3 is devoted to Dionysius I and his wives, and Dion is only introduced
in 4.1 as the brother of one of these wives (ταupsilonacuteτης δελφ&ς Vν = Δων . . .).
The placing of the tyrant Dionysios here, in the position often reserved for
the subject of the Life, is signiﬁcant and prepares us for the dominant role
that the elder Dionysios and his son will play in the Dion. Indeed, this life
is almost as much about them as it is about Dion; the fundamental issue of
Dion’s life is his relationship with them, and that of the Dion–Brutus pair as
a whole the stance which a philosopher should take in relation to a tyrant.118
Chapter 4 does discuss Dion’s character, but this is subsumed within narrative:
Dion received advancement under Dionysios but then, when Plato visited Sicily,
became a disciple of the latter’s and managed to bring about a meeting of Plato
and Dionysios.
The Timoleon, the second Life of the Aemilius–Timoleon book, also begins
with narrative. The Aemilius, which stands ﬁrst in the pair, ends with a transitional
phrase (39.11), “The behavior and life of Aemilius Paulus are said to have been like
this” (〈τοι〉οupsilonperispomeneτος μ@ν = Παupsilonacuteλου ΑBμιλου τρ"πος κα. βος λ-γεται γεν-σθαι).
The μ-ν should be pointing forward to a δ- in the ﬁrst line of the Timoleon. We
do not, however, ﬁnd there Τιμολ-ων δ- or such like. Instead the Timoleon begins
“The state of aﬀairs in Syracuse before the despatch of Timoleon to Sicily was
like this: . . .” (Τ: δ@ [Ziegler’s emendation of mss. μ@ν] Συρακοσων πρ	γματα
πρ& τ7ς Τιμολ-οντος εBς Σικελαν ποστολ7ς οupsilonasperacuteτως εSχεν). The balance is
neat: the οupsilonasperacuteτως εSχεν [looking forward] picks up the 〈τοι〉οupsilonperispomeneτος [looking back]
of Aem. 39.11, and, if we accept Ziegler’s emendation, the δ- picks up the μ-ν.119
But this is background, and it is only at 3.2, with the nomination of Timoleon for
command in Sicily, that Timoleon comes center stage. A short paragraph (3.4–7)
then provides some of the introductory material common in so many Lives: family,
virtues, and especially relationship with his brother. But the latter material leads
naturally on to Timoleon’s defending of his brother in battle, his brother’s tyranny,
and Timoleon’s murder of him. There is then, here, no clearly deﬁned proemial
Thes.-Rom. as introducing “a tale of two cities as well as two founders,” see Pelling 2002a: 172–73.
On Rome as the subject of the Rom. cf. Banta 2007.
118. See De Blois 1997: 209–216. On the themes of the Dion-Brut. see also Brenk 1977: 106–11;
Swain 1990: 201–203; Pelling 1989: 222–28; 2004: 91–97; Dillon 2008.
119. Note that, as Ziegler 1907: 32 argues, the fact that the transitional sentence at Aem. 39.11
refers only to Aemilius, not to both men, conﬁrms that the order preserved in the manuscripts, in
which the Aemilius precedes the Timoleon, is correct. See above, p. 221.
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section; instead, as in the Dion, we have a section of background which gives
a description of the state of Sicily before Timoleon.120
To sum up, Lives that begin with bare openings—that is, without a non-
narrative introduction—never occur at the start of a book. They begin not with
narrative of the life of the subject, but with some other sort of background
narrative: in the Dion and the Timoleon it is the background history of Sicily
before the two subjects are introduced; in the Theseus and the Romulus it is the
mythological histories of Athens and Rome, though these merge into the stories
of the miraculous births of the two subjects.121 It may be that in all these cases
the subject matter played a role in Plutarch’s altering of the usual structure. The
Theseus–Romulus prologue begins with a justiﬁcation for Plutarch’s going back
into the distant past, a period which, he implies, would be more suitable for
mythology than history (Thes. 1.5).122 Perhaps Plutarch’s readers were felt to
need more orientation in this mythical period; the same might be true in the cases
of Dion and Timoleon and the history of Sicily.123
2.5. openings of lives: conclusions
It is time to draw some conclusions on the way Lives begin. We have
already noted that the openings of Lives should be sharply diﬀerentiated from
the prologues to books, even though in our manuscripts prologues appear as part
of the ﬁrst Life. Most Lives, furthermore, both those which fall ﬁrst in a pair
(whether preceded by a prologue or not) and those which fall second, begin with
a thematically organized section (the “proemial” or “synoptic” opening), which
surveys the subject’s life as a whole and which is marked oﬀ with varying degrees
of distinctness from the narrative that follows. Of course, it is not only in the
opening sections of the Lives that we ﬁnd material arranged thematically rather
than chronologically. Non-narrative sections, especially analyses of character,
often backed up with illustrative and conﬁrmatory anecdotes, can occur at any
point in a life.124 So the claim here is not that proemial openings are unique in their
thematic structure, rather that the thematic structure is particularly characteristic
120. Tim. 1.1 may also be picking up Dion 13.1: “Aﬀairs were in such a state when Plato came
to Sicily” (ν τοιαupsilonacuteτη8 δ@ καταστ	σει τν πραγμ	των Zντων . . .). Mutual cross-references (Dion
58.10; Tim. 13.10; 33.4, all in the perfect tense), may indicate that the Aem.-Tim. was composed
at roughly the same time as the Dion-Brut.: see Jones 1966: 66–67 (= repr. 1995: 107). But see
now the arguments of Nikolaidis 2005: 294–96 that the Aem. was composed ﬁrst.
121. Of the four, only the Thes. begins with mention of the subject (“The family of Theseus on his
father’s side . . .”), and only the Thes. and Rom. contain information on the subject’s childhood.
122. “May it be possible for us to purify the mythological (τ& μυθδες), and make it submit
to reason and take on the appearance of history.” Discussion in Pelling 2002a: 173–78.
123. A similar logic might explain the chapter of background on Sparta in the third century in
Ag./Kleom. 3 (above, n.110) and the section on Pyrrhos’ ancestry and family in Pyrrh. 1–3 (above,
n.69): these were periods and places about which the reader might have been expected to be less
well-informed.
124. Cf. Polman 1974, which argues that such analyses occur especially at the high-point of the
subject’s career.
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of the opening of Lives. Nor is the claim that the material in these thematically
organized sections, which look synoptically at the life as a whole, never coincides
with the chronological order of events, though in many Lives this is true. Rather
in these sections chronology is not the organizing principle. The fact that in many
Lives boundaries are blurred and there is a gradual transition or slippage from
opening to narrative is to be related to the point we made earlier: non-chronological
material can occur later in the Life too, so an ancient reader would not have been
surprised at the mixing of the thematic and chronological sections which such
cases involve. Furthermore, such cases of gradual transition, and those cases
of “bare” openings, remind us that we are not dealing with strict classiﬁcation,
as we are in distinguishing the constituent parts of a book (prologue–ﬁrst Life–
second Life–synkrisis) but with the way Lives typically begin, the relationship
of chronological narrative and early non-narrative sections.125
We should note also that distinguishing these early proemial sections from
the rest of the Life does not entail a return to the theory advanced by Weizsa¨cker in
the 1930s that the Lives could be divided into “chronological” and “eidological”
sections, that is, sections which narrate and sections which are concerned with
painting a timeless picture of the subjects’ character.126 Such a distinction would
be meaningless, since in the Lives narrative can reveal character just as much as
“direct” analysis; indeed the ancients saw character as revealed above all through
deeds. I am making here, then, not a point about subject matter, or purpose,
or sources, but a narratological one about the form of discourse used in these
early sections. The point is, however, an important one for historians as much
as students of literature: the recognition that the early sections of many Plutarchan
Lives are not structured chronologically has profound implications for our use of
them as sources.
We have been careful to distinguish the opening of books from the opening
of Lives. We have, however, noticed one feature that suggests that the internal
structure of the Life is not wholly independent of that of the book: bare openings
never occur in ﬁrst Lives which are not preceded by a prologue.127 Or to put it
another way, no book begins directly with narrative. We could make a similar point
about the naming of the subjects. While almost all second Lives begin by stating
the name of the subject, often as ﬁrst or second words,128 as do nearly all ﬁrst Lives
125. Note that Stadter’s term “integrated prologue” did recognize the diﬃculty of drawing a clear
distinction between these sections and the narrative that follows.
126. And that Plutarch must have used diﬀerent sources for the diﬀerent kinds of material:
Weizsa¨cker 1931. For criticism: Gomme 1945: 57–58; Ziegler 1949: 270–71 (= repr. 1951: 907–908);
Russell 1966a: 150 (= repr. 1995: 89); Hamilton 1969: xlvi; Polman 1974: 172–73.
127. First Lives not preceded by a prologue: Lyk., Sol., Arist., Cor., Lys., Ages., Pyrrh., Phil.
On the Them., see above, n.53.
128. The exception is Rom. 1.1 (see above, p. 238). Tim. 1.1 does mention Timoleon, but
obliquely: the subject of the ﬁrst two chapters is “The state of aﬀairs in Syracuse before the despatch
of Timoleon” (see above, pp. 239–40). Fab. 1.2, the start of the Life, does not begin with Fabius
but he is named in the transition at 1.1. Caes. 1.1 is almost certainly corrupt: see below, appendix 2.
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that follow a prologue,129 some ﬁrst Lives which do not follow a prologue (i.e.,
which begin a book) start more obliquely with the name of someone other than
the subject.130 This is conﬁrmation, if such were needed, that the pairing of Lives
into books, and the addition of prologues, is not random but carefully crafted. It
also suggests that the absence of a prologue from books which lack them may
not be random nor the result of the corruption of the manuscript tradition;131 in
at least some of these cases the absence of a prologue is conﬁrmed and anticipated
by the structure of the rest of the book.132
3. HOW LIVES END
When we consider endings in the Parallel Lives we must once again dis-
tinguish between endings of books and endings of individual Lives, and be-
tween endings of ﬁrst Lives and endings of second Lives. In most cases, the
ending of the book as a whole is formed by the concluding synkrisis, which
has its own distinct structure and closural strategies, and which we shall con-
sider later. We shall begin with the endings of individual Lives, as well
as with the transition from ﬁrst Life to second Life, and from second Life
to synkrisis.
3.1 . closural signals: theme/subject matter
The most important features that signal the end of a Plutarchan Life are not
linguistic but thematic. The death of the hero is an obvious indication to the reader
that the end of the Life is approaching. But this is an area where we must be careful
not to import our own modern conceptions of biography.133 Most Lives do not, in
fact, end with the death of the subject or even the treatment of his body: rather his
posthumous fate (honors, neglect, later reputation, etc.) or the fate of his killers,
and the tracing down of his descendants commonly follow.134 All of these features
signal that the end of the Life is approaching, and that the second Life or the
synkrisis is about to begin (or, in the case of 4 second Lives not followed by a
synkrisis, that the book is nearing its end).135
129. The exception is Dion 3.1 (See above, pp. 238–39). The naming of the subject is slightly
delayed in Demetr. 2.1 and Ag./Kleom. 3.1–2.
130. Sol. 1.1; Phil. 1.1; Pyrrh. 1.1; Lys. 1.1; Ages. 1.1. The exceptions are Lyk. 1.1., Arist.
1.1, and Cor. 1.1. Them. 1.1 also appears to be an exception but this is almost certainly not the
start of the Life: see next note.
131. The absence of a prologue from the Them.-Cam. may, however, be the result of corruption,
as part of the opening of the Them. has certainly been lost: see above, n.53.
132. See also Stiefenhofer’s point about synkriseis, below, nn.203 and 229.
133. As e.g., Momigliano 1971: 11, does: “An account of the life of a man from birth to death
is what I call biography.”
134. Pelling 1997: 228–42 (= repr. 2002a: 365–76); “tracing down” is his phrase: 234 (= repr.
2002a: 369); Duﬀ 1999: 136–37. Cf. Leo 1901: 182–83; D. P. Fowler 1989: 116.
135. Camillus, Cato Minor, Caesar, and Marius. See below, p. 258–59.
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Another feature common at the end of Lives is what Pelling, drawing on
Barbara Herrnstein Smith’s work on English lyric poetry, calls “authorial intru-
sion.” This might include cross-references to other Lives, or references to sources
or to the contemporary world—institutions or features which are still the case
“in our own time,” etc.136 This last feature is sometimes included in the tracing
down of descendants, and has the eﬀect of bringing the story into the present and
closing down narrative. For example, the Themistokles ends with references to
the tomb of Themistokles, still visible in the Peiraieus, and to the fact that his
descendants still enjoyed certain honors in Magnesia “down to our time” (μ-χρι
τν 5μετ-ρων χρ"νων), including [the last line of the Life] a “Themistokles of
Athens, who became our friend and associate (5μ-τερος συνθης κα. φλος)
at the school of Ammonios the philosopher” (Them. 32.6).137 The Antony ends
by surveying Antony’s ancestors, ending with Nero: “This one, having come to
power in our time (φ) 5μν), killed his mother, and through his folly and mad-
ness came near to overthrowing the Roman empire, being ﬁfth in succession from
Antony” (Ant. 87.9).138 The sense of closure in this last example is reinforced by
its correspondence with the last line of the Demetrius,139 “His family came down
in succession of kings to Perseus, the last, in whose time (φ) οupsilonasperperispomene) the Romans
subdued Macedonia” (Demetr. 53.9).140 The Theseus ends with a reference to The-
seus’ tomb “near what is now the gymnasium” (τ& νupsilonperispomeneν γυμν	σιον), which “is”
(present tense) a place of sanctuary for slaves (Thes. 36.4), and with a discussion
of the sacriﬁces which the Athenians “make” in Theseus’ honor. The last word is a
ﬁrst person, present tense verb (προσονομ	ζομεν) (36.6). The end of the Romulus
also contains reference to a modern cult, the Nonae Caprotinae (Rom. 29.9–11). It
is particularly ﬁtting that the Lives of two men who were introduced as founders
of their cities should end with references to the present customs of these cities.141
136. Pelling 1997: 231–32 (= repr. 2002a: 367–68).
137. The Aristeides ends in a similar way: a discussion of Demetrios of Phaleron’s kindness to a
descendant of Aristeides leads to mention of another earlier example of the city showing kindness
to the descendants of great men. The Life concludes, “For still providing many examples of such
humanity and kindness even down to our time (κα. καθ) 5μNς), the city is rightly admired and
praised” (Arist. 27.7).
138. The Aratos, though not a parallel Life, and not followed by a synkrisis, employs a similar
closural device (Arat. 54.8): “Aratos’ family continued in Sikyon and Pallene in my time” (τ& δ)
WΑρ	του γ-νος Iν τε τ78 Σικυνι κα. τ78 Παλλνη8 δι-μεινε καθ) 5μNς). Cf. below, n.151.
139. Or last line of the Demetrius proper; it is followed in 53.10 by a transitional sentence. See
below, pp. 247–48.
140. Cf. the Lyk., the last paragraph of which refers to a “succession and assembly” (διαδοχν
τινα κα. σupsilonacuteνοδον), which his friends and relatives instituted (31.8). The very last words of the Life
(before the transitional sentence linking it to the Numa) are “[lest] they change his constitution”
(πολιτεαν) (31.10): a ﬁtting end to a life which was above all about Lykourgos’ politeia.
141. The Cato Major ends not with a reference to the contemporary world but with a reference to
his famous younger namesake, whose Life Plutarch would later write: “This man [Cato the Elder’s
grandson] was the grandfather of the philosopher Cato, a man who was the most eminent of his
contemporaries in virtue and reputation” (Cato Maj. 27.7). That the Cato Maj. predates the Cato
Min. is clear from the reference to it in Cato Min. 1.1.
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The last sentence, however, returns to Romulus and gives his age and years of
reign before “he disappeared from among men” (29.12); such “obituaries,” which
often include details of the subject’s age and a brief judgement on their life as
a whole, occur in the closing chapters of several other Lives, though rarely as
the ﬁnal sentence.142
3.2. closural signals: circularity
Closure in many Lives is also signalled by what critics have termed “circular-
ity” or “ring composition”—that is, by the use of a closural strategy in which
the ending recalls the beginning.143 The Themistokles, for example, begins with a
discussion of Themistokles’ supposedly lowly birth (τ: μ@ν κ γ-νους), and a
quotation of a couplet about his mother, probably an epigram on her tomb (Them.
1.1);144 it closes (32.4–6) with a long discussion of Themistokles’ tomb, and the
quotation of a poem in iambic trimeters about it, followed, as we have seen,
by mention of the honors paid to his descendants (τος δ) π& γ-νους).145 The
Camillus, which is paired with the Themistokles, begins with the statement that
Camillus never held the consulship, because the people were at variance with the
Senate over this oﬃce and opposed the appointment of consuls (Cam. 1), and
ends with Camillus reconciling people and Senate and with the appointment of
consuls (Cam. 42).
Circularity is particularly evident in the endings of the individual Lives of the
Aristeides–Cato Major, Kimon–Lucullus and Dion–Brutus books. The Aristeides
begins with a long discussion of Aristeides’ ﬁnancial position, which ﬁlls the
whole of chapter 1, and a story that his daughters were for a long time without
husbands because of poverty (Arist. 1.1); it ends with a discussion of the poverty
of his descendants, including references to his daughters being provided with a
dowry by the state (27.1), and to a similar action being performed for another
poor Athenian girl (27.6).146 The Cato Major begins with a discussion of Cato’s
ancestors. He was technically a novus homo, Plutarch tells us, but he himself used
to claim that, “although new in oﬃce and reputation (ρχν κα. δ"3αν), he was
142. Numa 21.7; Cam. 43.2 (ﬁnal sentence); Cic. 48.5; Cato Min. 73.1; Caes. 69.1; Demetr.
52.5; Ant. 86.8; Mar. 45.12; Ag./Kleom. 59(38).1; Ages. 40.3; Pomp. 79.5; also Art. 30.9 (ﬁnal
sentence); Galba 29.5 (ﬁnal paragraph); Otho 18.5. See Pelling 1988b: 322; Frazier 1996: 71.
143. E.g., Torgovnick 1981: 13, 199–200, on the nineteenth and twentieth-century novel, esp.
“When the ending of a novel clearly recalls the beginning in language, in situation, in the groupings
of characters, or in several of these ways, circularity may be said to control the endings.” Cf. e.g.,
Fusillo 1997: 211, 214–21 (on the ancient novelists).
144. Cf. Duﬀ 2008b: 159–68.
145. The ﬁnal words of the Life mention that Plutarch’s friend Themistokles “used to enjoy”
(καρποupsilonperispomeneτο) these honors. This recalls both Themistokles’ own enjoyment of the “fruit” (καρποupsilonacuteς)
of his victory at Olympia in 17.4 and the gifts he enjoyed (καρποupsilonacuteμενος) and honors he received
in retirement in Persian territory in 31.3 (Martin 1961: 334).
146. See below, p. 257, for the theme of marriage and poverty in the ﬁnal lines of the Arist.-Cato
Maj. synkrisis.
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old in terms of ancestral deeds and virtues” (Iργοις . . . κα. ρετας) (Cato Maj.
1.2). The cognomen Cato, Plutarch goes on, was given him because of his abilities,
“for the Romans call the experienced man catus” (1.3). The Life ends (27.5) with
Cato prophesying the greatness of Scipio Africanus because of his “deeds of
judgement and daring” (γν μης Iργα κα. τ"λμης), and with a reference to the
fame of his descendants, one of whom attained the consulship and another was
“the most illustrious of all his contemporaries in virtue and reputation” (ρετ78 κα.
δ"3η8) (27.7). A reference in this discussion to the cognomen of his son completes
the sense here of a return to the beginning.
The Kimon begins with a discussion of how Kimon was a relative of Thucy-
dides the historian, who, like him, had a connection with Thrace. Indeed, Plutarch
goes on, Thucydides died in Thrace, and his “remains” (λεψανα) were afterwards
brought back to Athens and buried amongst Kimon’s family tombs (Kim. 4.1–4).
References to remains recur later in the Life, when Kimon himself brings back the
λεψανα of Theseus to Athens (8.5–7). The Kimon ends with his own λεψανα
being brought back to Athens (19.5). Similarly, the end of the Lucullus returns to
the theme of his interest in Greek culture, sketched in the ﬁrst chapter (1.6; 41.1–
2; 42.3–4), as well as his closeness to his brother (1.8–9; 43.2–4).147 The Dion
begins with a story of the mistreatment of Dionysios I’s wife by the Syracusans;
later he marries two other wives, one of whom was Aristomache, Dion’s sister
(Dion 3.1–3). It ends with the murder of Aristomache148 and her daughter, Arete,
Dion’s wife, and with the subsequent murder by the Syracusans of the daughters
of Hiketas, their killer (58.8–10).149 This interest in the womenfolk of the subject
returns in the Brutus, the second Life of the Dion–Brutus pair, which ends with
the death of Brutus’ own wife, Porcia (Brut. 53.5–7).150
Such examples could be multiplied,151 but I will ﬁnish with one particularly
ﬁne example of closural “circularity.” The Perikles begins with a reference to
147. Details and further comments on circularity in the Kim.-Luc. in Pelling 1997: 240–42 (=
repr. 2002a: 374–75). As Pelling points out, the story of Lucullus’ death at the hands of a freedman
with a Greek name (Kallisthenes), who tried to administer love potions to him (43.2), gives a ﬁnal
dark twist to the theme of his philhellenism, and perhaps recalls the erotic narrative of the prologue
to the Kim.-Luc. book (Kim. 1–2).
148. Not Andromache, as Perrin’s Loeb mistakenly has it.
149. As well as providing a strong sense of closure, the reprise of this theme suggests two
constants in the story of Dion: the potential for violent, popular unrest in Syracuse, and the importance
of dynastic relations in its ruling families.
150. The reference to Brutus’ letters in that ﬁnal passage also recalls the discussion of them in
Brut. 2.5–8.
151. See e.g., Pelling 1989: 207–208 and 2008: 544 on the ending of the Pel. The Artaxerxes
and Aratos, though not part of the Parallel Lives, also exhibit closural circularity. The Artaxerxes
begins, “The ﬁrst Artaxerxes was pre-eminent among the Persian kings for gentleness (πρα"τητι)
and magnanimity . . . and was the son of Xerxes” (Art. 1.1.). It ends with a reference to Artaxerxes’
age and a statement that he “appeared gentle (πρNος) and fond of his subjects, not least because of his
son Ochos, who surpassed all men in cruelty and blood-thirstiness” (30.9). The Aratos ends with
mention of Aratos’ family (Arat. 54.8), which “continued in Sikyon and Pallene in my time” [see
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the latter’s maternal ancestor Kleisthenes, who “drove out the Peisistratids and
nobly put down their tyranny, instituted laws and a πολιτεα mixed in the best
way for harmony and safety” (πολιτεαν <ριστα κεκραμ-νην πρ&ς =μ"νοιαν κα.
σωτηραν) (3.2). The question of whether Perikles was really a demagogue ort a
would-be tyrant is a frequent theme of the Life; but Plutarch declares in chapter 15
that once securely in power Perikles adopted “an aristocratic and kingly πολιτεα”
(ριστοκρατικν κα. βασιλικν . . . πολιτεαν), which he employed “in the best
interest of all”; like a doctor, he cured the ills of the state with “life-saving drugs”
(15.1: φ	ρμακα σωτρια). Similarly, his expedition to the Thracian Chersonesos
(19.1), is “life-saving” (σωτριος), as he walled oﬀ the isthmos with “bulwarks”
(ρupsilonacuteμασι). These themes are recapitulated in the ﬁnal lines of the Life, where
Perikles’ power is recognized to be “neither monarchical nor tyrannical” but a
“saving bulwark of the constitution” (σωτριον Iρυμα τ7ς πολιτεας) (39.4).
3.3. transition from first to second life
The closural signals that we have mentioned so far have concerned both ﬁrst
and second Lives. Many Lives also end with a speciﬁcally closural or transitional
phrase, but here we must distinguish Lives which stand ﬁrst and Lives which stand
second in their book. The ﬁnal sentence of ﬁrst Lives is sometimes summative, of-
ten with words such as τοιοupsilonperispomeneτος, οupsilonasperperispomeneτος, or οupsilonasperacuteτως, a closural feature known from
other authors.152 The simplest example of this is Phil. 21.12: “That [i.e., that’s it,
‘that’s the end’] concerning Philopoimen” (ταupsilonperispomeneτα περ. Φιλοπομενος),153 which
is followed by “[The one] whom we compare with him (hΟν δ@ παραβ	λλομεν
αupsilonlenisτ$), Titus Quintus Flamininus . . . ” (Flam. 1.1). Most such summative phrases
in fact include a μ-ν, sometimes μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν, which is picked up by a δ- in the
opening of the second Life.154 Thus the Kimon ends “That is what the Greek
above, n.138], which recapitulates the theme of the prologue, where Plutarch addresses Aratos’
present-day descendant Polykrates and discusses the correct attitude to a famous virtuous ancestor
(see Stadter 1988: 295; Pelling 2002b: 270). Note also that, e.g., an oblique reference to Polus the
actor in the Dem.-Cic. prologue (Dem. 1.2) is picked up by a direct reference to him in Dem. 28.3.
152. E.g., the end of Hdt. Book 4, Thuc. Book 7 (with D. P. Fowler 1989: 91–93), Diodoros’
narrative of the Delion campaign (12.70.6); Heliodoros 6.15.5–7.1.1 (with D. P. Fowler 1989: 118–
19). Some ancient critics might have applied the term epiphonema to such endings: see Lausberg
1960: §879; D. P. Fowler 1989: 103–104; P. Fowler 1997: 116. The usage, often with μ-ν, is in
fact very common in Herodotos to close even small episodes or sections: e.g., with τοιοupsilonperispomeneτος or
τοσοupsilonperispomeneτος, Hdt. 9.66.1 (αupsilonasperacuteτη μ-ν νυν 5 μ	χη π. τοσοupsilonperispomeneτον γ-νετο); 9.77.3 (τ: κατ: Μαντινεας
μ@ν κα. WΗλεους τοσαupsilonperispomeneτα); 9.113.2 (κατ: μ@ν τ&ν Iρωτα τοupsilonperispomene i-ρ3εω . . . τοσαupsilonperispomeneτα γ-νετο); cf.
9.84.2. For similar phrases elsewhere in the Lives to mark closure, see e.g., Lyk. 12.14; Cato Maj.
9.12 (above, p. 227); Dion 58.7 (τοιαupsilonacuteτην μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν τσιν Κ	λλιπος Iδωκε); Brut. 1.8 (περ. μ@ν
οupsilonlenisperispomeneν τοupsilonacuteτων τοσαupsilonperispomeneτα); Brut. 2.8; Demetr. 38.12; Art. 19.10. Other examples are listed in Frazier
1996: 51–53.
153. Similar phrases elsewhere: e.g., Dem. 4.8, κα. ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν ταupsilonacuteτη8; Demetr. 27.14, ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν
οupsilonlenisperispomeneν περ. Λαμας; Sulla 6.12, ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν περ. τ7ς θει"τητος; Alex. 13.5, ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν τ: περ.
Θβας. More examples in Frazier 1996: 52–53nn.33–34.
154. μ-ν . . . δ- linking across ﬁrst and second Life: Kim. 19.5-Luc. 1.1; Dem. 31.7-Cic. 1.1;
Aem. 39.11-Tim. 1.1 [with Ziegler’s emendation: see above, p. 239]; Lys. 30.8-Sulla 1.1; Phok.
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leader was like,” and the Lucullus begins, “[But] Lucullus’ grandfather . . .”
(τοιοupsilonperispomeneτος μ@ν = UΕλληνικ&ς 5γεμ ν. τ$ δ@ Λουκοupsilonacuteλλω$ π	ππος . . .) (Kim.
19.5-Luc. 1.1). Similarly, the Lysander ends, “About Lysander, these are the
accounts we have discovered,” and the Sulla begins “[But] Lucius Cornelius
Sulla . . .” (τ: μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν περ. Λupsilonacuteσανδρον οupsilonasperacuteτως 6στορσαμεν Iχοντα. Λεupsilonacuteκιος
δ@ Κορνλιος Σupsilonacuteλλας . . . (Lys. 30.8-Sulla 1). The Lykourgos ends, “That’s it
concerning Lykourgos” (ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν περ. Λυκοupsilonacuteργου), followed by “[But]
there is also concerning Numa . . .” (Lyk. 31.10-Num. 1.1). The end of the De-
mosthenes is a little more elaborate, and includes an address to Sosius Senecio,
“You have then, Sosius, the life of Demosthenes, drawn from what we have read
or heard” (τ&ν μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν Δημοσθ-νους π-χεις j Σ"σσιε βον 3 Kν 5μες
ν-γνωμεν F διηκοupsilonacuteσαμεν) (Dem. 31.7). This is then followed in Cic. 1.1 by
“Cicero’s mother” (Κικ-ρωνος δ- . . .).155 The presence of the direct address to
Senecio marks this transitional sentence out as not part of the narrative of the
two Lives: such addresses are otherwise conﬁned to prologues, and the use of
the second person more generally to prologues or synkriseis, and never occur in
the Life proper.
Some other sentences marking the transition from ﬁrst Lives to second Lives
name or otherwise indicate the second subject, to whom the focus will now change,
or raise the issue of comparison. Most well-known is the end of the Demetrios,
with its stage metaphor: “Now that the Macedonian play has been performed to the
end, it is time to bring on the Roman too” (Demetr. 53.10).156 Similar is Fab. 1.1,
though here the two men are named: “Since that is what Perikles was like in terms
of his memorable deeds, as we have received them, we bring the course of our
narrative to Fabius.”157 Ziegler and all other editors print this as the ﬁrst sentence
of the Fabius, but it might better be regarded as the last of the Perikles: as with
the previous example from the end of the Demetrios, this transitional sentence
(Fab. 1.1) is followed by asyndeton in the next sentence, which must therefore
be considered the start of the second Life (Fab. 1.2: Νυμφν μιNς λ-γουσιν
. . . ; Ant. 1.1: WΑντωνου π	ππος μ@ν [ν . . .). Indeed, asyndeton occurs at the
38.5-Cato Min. 1.1; Lyk. 31.10-Num. 1.1. Compare the similar link between Cato and Phokion,
marked with μ-ν and δ-, which occurs at the transition from formal prologue to ﬁrst Life (Phok.
4.1; see above, n.52).
155. Cf. Ziegler 1907: 32. Van der Valk 1982: 324 notes some of these passages and suggests that
endings with τοιοupsilonperispomeneτος or οupsilonasperperispomeneτος are limited to ﬁrst lof books written early in the collection (though an
early dating of the Phil.-Flam. is not certain: Jones 1966: 68 (= repr. 1995: 110)).
156. Διηγωνισμ-νου δ@ τοupsilonperispomene Μακεδονικοupsilonperispomene δρ	ματος, 2ρα τ& UΡωμαϊκ&ν πεισαγαγεν. Stage
metaphors run throughout the Demetr.-Ant. pair: Demetr. 18.5; 25.9; 28.1; 34.4; 41.5–6; 44.9; 53.1;
53.10; Ant. 29.4; 45.4; 54.5; Demetr.-Ant. 6.4. See De Lacy 1952; Pelling 1988b: 21–22; Guille´n
Selfa 1997: 249; Duﬀ 2004.
157. Τοιοupsilonacuteτου δ@ τοupsilonperispomene Περικλ-ους ν τος 3οις μνμης γεγον"τος, lς παρειλφαμεν, π. τ&ν
Φ	βιον τν 6στοραν μετ	γομεν (Fab. 1.1). As Stiefenhofer 1914/16: 480–81, noted, the phrasing
up to παρειλφαμεν, like that at Num. 1.7, another transition from ﬁrst Life to second, is similar
to what we often ﬁnd in transitions from second Life to synkrisis: see below, p. 251 on <3ια μνμης.
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start of 6 out of 22 second Lives—though one of these (Caesar 1.1) is probably
corrupt.158
In most other cases, however, there is no obvious break between ﬁrst Life
and second Life, and the reader merely slides from one to the other. There are,
indeed, two cases where it is impossible to tell whether the transitional sentence
should be attached formally speaking to the ﬁrst or the second Life. Pub. 1.1
states “That is what Solon was like, and we compare with him Publicola, for
whom . . .” (τοιοupsilonacuteτω$ δ@ γενομ-νω$ τ$ Σ"λωνι τ&ν Ποπλικ"λαν παραβ	λλομεν,
K$ . . . ). The K$ cannot mark the start of a new work, and it is unclear to which
Life the whole sentence should be seen as belonging.159 But that is conﬁrmation
that second Lives are not to be seen as new works, distinct from the ﬁrst, but
as another section of the same book. Similarly Gracch. 1.1 has “Now that we
have duly fulﬁlled our task (ποδεδωκ"τες) of narrating the ﬁrst story, we have
no less pathe [i.e., both suﬀerings and passions] than these to contemplate in
the Roman pair, as we respond by setting beside them (ντιπαραβ	λλοντες) the
Life [singular] of Tiberius and Gaius” (Gracchi 1.1).160 The next line begins with
οupsilonasperperispomeneτοι (Gracchi. 1.2), which like the K$ in Pub. 1.1, looks back to the previous,
transitional sentence,161 and cannot mark the beginning of a new work.
Such transitional sentences, then, like those with μ-ν, signal closure but also
mediate transition; they both look backwards and point forwards. In these cases, it
might be best, in fact, not to try to decide to which Life the transitional sentences
should be assigned. They really are transitional; the diﬃculty of placing them is
an indication of the unity of the pair, which in these cases cannot be neatly divided
into the two Lives.162 Indeed, as we have already noted, the greater frequency of
158. Asyndeton at the start of second Lives: Rom., Fab. (counting the beginning at 1.2), Alk.,
Caes. (which is probably corrupt), Ant., Mar. In addition, Pomp. 1.1 contains asyndeton in some
mss., a δ- (which Ziegler prints) in others. On Tim. 1.1 and Gracchi 1.2, see pp. 239 and 248. Van der
Valk 1982: 324–27, makes some comments on this phenomenon but they are rendered invalid by
his identiﬁcation of the Cor. and Aem. as second Lives. Likewise his attempt (n.114) to consider
Demetr. 53.10 as the ﬁrst line of the Ant. must be wrong: the asyndeton in Ant. 1.1 makes clear
that that is the ﬁrst line.
159. The sentence goes on to mention Publicola’s ancestry; discussion of this topic then merges
in the next sentence with the beginning of narrative. In eﬀect in Pub. 1.1–2 we have a slippage
from transition, through very brief proemial section, to narrative.
160. UΗμες δ@ τν πρ την 6στοραν ποδεδωκ"τες, Iχομεν οupsilonlenisκ λ	ττονα π	θη τοupsilonacuteτων ν τ78
UΡωμαϊκ78 συζυγα9 θεωρ7σαι, τ&ν Τιβερου κα. Γα]ου βον ντιπαραβ	λλοντες. The word π	θη here
perhaps also picks up πεπονθ"τας in the prologue: “This (i.e., disaster) we see to be the experience
of many of those whose political career is directed wholly towards pleasing the multitude” (τοupsilonperispomeneτο
πολλοupsilongraveς τν πρ&ς χ	ριν Cπαντα πεπολιτευμ-νων =ρμεν πεπονθ"τας) (Ag./Kleom. 1.6). Similarly
ποδεδωκ"τες (“repay, render as a due”) picks up the direct address to the reader in the prologue
(Ag./Kleom. 2.9), perhaps to be identiﬁed with the dedicatee, Sosius Senecio. For further on the
Ag./Kleom.-Gracchi prologue, see below, appendix 1.
161. Thus, although there is no connective, and this is formally asyndeton, no break is felt; cf.
Denniston 1952: 109–10; 1954: xliv; MacDowell 1962: 214; also Smyth’s distinction 1956: §2165,
between grammatical (i.e., formal) and rhetorical asyndeton. Cf. e.g., Lyk. 30.3.
162. A point made in passing by Pelling 1997: 229n.5 (= repr. 2002a: 382n.5), referring to
Demetr. 53.10 and Gracch. 1.1, as well as to Flam. 21.15 (on which, see below, n.177).
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asyndeton between prologue and ﬁrst Life, suggests that there is often a stronger
break there than there is between ﬁrst Life and second Life. All of this suggests
that it is most unlikely that the practice of the manuscripts in inserting a title
only between the end of the ﬁrst and the beginning of the second Life, which
would have interrupted movement from one to the other, can accurately reﬂect the
internal structure of the book.163
In fact, there are several cases where Plutarch seems to have worked hard to
reduce the sense of a break between ﬁrst and second Lives. Particularly interesting
examples of this are provided by the Sertorius–Eumenes, Lykourgos–Numa and
Nikias–Crassus. The Sertorius ends by describing the fate of those who murdered
Sertorius: Perpenna, the ring-leader, was executed by Pompey; the others were
either executed too or were killed in Africa. Only one escaped, an Auﬁdius;
he was overlooked and “grew old in some barbarian village, poor and hated”
(πεν"μενος κα. μισοupsilonacuteμενος κατεγρασεν). So ends the Sertorius. The Eumenes
begins immediately with: “Eumenes of Kardia (Εupsilonlenisμεν7 δ@ τ&ν Καρδιαν"ν) was
born to a man who, out of poverty (δι: πεναν), drove a wagon in Chersonesos.”
Thus the theme of poverty provides a link across the end of the ﬁrst Life and the
start of the second. So while this transition is not handled by means of a link
or contrast between the two subjects, as in the other examples, and there is no
μ-ν . . . δ- running across the end of one Life and the start of another, Plutarch
does create a thematic bridge. Or, to put it another way, it is presupposed that
the reader here approaches the second Life after reading, and keeping in mind,
the ﬁrst.
The Lykourgos–Numa is more like the previous examples, in that it bridges
the gap with μ-ν . . . δ- and contrasts one subject with the other. But there is more
to it. The Lykourgos ends with a typical transitional phrase (Lyk. 31.10): “So that
is it concerning Lykourgos” (ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν περ. τοupsilonperispomene Λυκοupsilonacuteργου). The next
sentence, the ﬁrst of the Numa continues: “There is concerning the chronology
of when king Numa lived too a vigorous debate” (4Εστι δ@ κα. περ. τν ΝομN
τοupsilonperispomene βασιλ-ως χρ"νων, καθ) οupsilonaspergraveς γ-γονε, νεανικ διαφορ	). But while the δ- in
Num. 1.1 looks back to the μ-ν in the previous sentence, the last of the Lykourgos,
the κα (“too”), and the reference to chronological uncertainty, look back to the
very opening words of that Life (Lyk. 1.1): “Concerning Lykourgos the lawgiver
(Περ. Λυκοupsilonacuteργου τοupsilonperispomene νομοθ-του) it is impossible to say anything which is not
disputed, since there are diﬀerent accounts of his birth, travels, end, and above
all his work as a statesman and lawgiver. There is least agreement about the
163. The transition from e.g., Thuc. Book 7 to Book 8 and Heliodoros 5 to 6 and 6 to 7 also
contain μ-ν and δ- (cf. D. P. Fowler 1989: 118–19). But we do not know how these book divisions
were marked on the page, nor if the arrangement into books in our mss. of Thucydides are genuine:
Diodoros (ﬁrst century bc) knew of a nine-book edition of Thucydides and Marcellinus (ﬁfth century
ad) a thirteen-book edition (Diod. 12.37.2, 13.42.5, Marc. Vita Thuc. 58: Bonner 1920; D. P. Fowler
1989: 88–92). Cf. other examples where μ-ν . . . δ- link across some form of transition: Thuc.
6.26.2–27.1, 32.2–3.
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chronology of when the man lived (ο6 χρ"νοι καθ) οupsilonaspergraveς γ-γονεν = νρ).” The
start of the Numa, in other words, presupposes that the reader has in mind both
the start and the end of the Lykourgos. Once again, then, Plutarch has worked
hard to create a link between ﬁrst and second Life, and reduce the presence of
any gap.164
Even more carefully constructed and meaningful is the link between the Nikias
and the Crassus. The Nikias ends with an account of how news of the disaster
in Sicily reached Athens. The one who ﬁrst brought the news was disbelieved and
even tortured for a long time until others arrived and conﬁrmed what he had said.
“With such diﬃculty” (or “scarcely thus”), Plutarch concludes (Nik. 30.3), “was
Nikias believed to have suﬀered (or believed when he suﬀered) what he had often
predicted to them” (οupsilonasperacuteτω μ"λις = Νικας πιστεupsilonacuteθη παθ`ν ? πολλ	κις αupsilonlenisτος
προεπεν). In a sense this is a variation on the theme of posthumous fate, common
at the ends of many Lives: throughout the Life Nikias has been cast as a kind
of tragic “warner,” familiar from tragedy or Herodotos: only after his death, and
with diﬃculty, is he believed.165 This return in the ﬁnal line of the Life to Nikias,
the subject, who had been absent from the previous two chapters, also provides
a sense of closure and prepares for the beginning of the Crassus, which starts
immediately afterwards with Μ	ρκος δ@ Κρ	σσος (Crass. 1.1). But the last line
of the Nikias in fact picks up the ﬁrst line of the prologue to the Nikias–Crassus
pair, which had announced a parallelism between the Parthian and the Sicilian
παθματα (Nik. 1.1). The Life thus closes with a restatement of Nikias’ π	θη
before turning to Crassus, whose equally sad fate we now expect to hear.166
3.4. transition from second life to synkrisis
We might expect that the same closural or transitional strategies which we
ﬁnd at the end of ﬁrst Lives would also be found at the end of second Lives. But
this is not entirely the case. Here, transitional phrases, if they look backwards,
oﬀer a summing up not merely of the man whose Life has just been narrated
164. Cf. the obituary of Themistokles, where he said to “have lived for sixty-ﬁve years and
spent most of them in politics and oﬃces” (π-ντε πρ&ς τος A3κοντα βεβιωκ`ς Iτη, τ: πλεστα
τοupsilonacuteτων ν πολιτεαις κα. 5γεμοναις, Them. 31.6), which is picked up in the opening sentence of the
Camillus “Having had very many great successes in oﬃces, and having been chosen dictator ﬁve
times” (πλεστα μ@ν ν 5γεμοναις κα. μ-γιστα κατορθ σας, δικτ	τωρ δ@ πεντ	κις α6ρεθες, Cam.
1.1); cf. Cam. 1.4 (ν δ@ τας <λλαις 5γεμοναις πολλας κα. παντοδαπας).
165. On Nikias as a tragic warner, see Marinatos 1980.
166. Plutarch may also be in dialogue here with Thucydides, whom he has closely followed
for the Sicilian expedition, and whom, as he makes clear in 1.1, his reader was expected to know.
Thucydides marked the end of his Sicilian narrative with a closural and transitional phrase: “This
is what happened in Sicily” (ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν τ: περ. Σικελαν γεν"μενα) (Thuc. 7.87.6); he continued in
the ﬁrst line of Book 8 with “In Athens, when it was reported, they disbelieved for a long time”
(WΕς δ@ τ:ς WΑθνας πειδ oγγ-λθη, π. πολupsilongrave μ@ν oπστουν) (8.1.1). Plutarch spends longer on the
disbelief and makes it more personal (lit. “with such diﬃculty was Nikias believed”). Thus whereas
in Thucydides the transition, marked by μ-ν and δ-, is a geographical one, from Sicily to Athens,
in Plutarch the transition is from one subject (Nikias) to the other (Crassus).
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(as ﬁrst Lives do) but of both men.167 In other words, as the second Life ends,
there is a return to the notion of the pair, in preparation for the formal synkrisis
which, in most pairs, begins in the next line. Thus, immediately following the
end of the Romulus, we ﬁnd “These, then, are the memorable things (hΑ μ@ν
οupsilonlenisperispomeneν <3ια μνμης) about Romulus and Theseus which we happened to ﬁnd out”
(Thes.-Rom. 1.1).168 We have already mentioned the frequency of μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν in
transitional sentences. A similar phrase is found at the end of the Cicero: “These,
then, are the memorable things (hΑ μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν <3ια μνμης) in what is recorded
about Demosthenes and Cicero which have come to our knowledge” (Dem.-Cic.
1.1).169 In both these cases, a μ-ν in the transitional sentence looks forward to a δ-
in the ﬁrst of the synkrisis proper, a feature which we noted also in the transitions
from ﬁrst Life to second Life, and which occurs four other times in transitions
from second Life to synkrisis.170
In fact phrases such as “memorable” (<3ια μνμης) or “notable” (<3ια λ"γου)
are common in the transition from second Life to synkrisis.171 Thus the end of the
Coriolanus is followed by a sentence beginning, “Now that their deeds lie before
us, as many as we consider memorable and worth mentioning . . .” (WΕκκειμ-νων
δ@ τν πρ	3εων, pσας 5γοupsilonacuteμεθα λ"γου κα. μνμης 3ας εSναι . . .) (Cor.-Alk.
1.1).172 The second half of the sentence begins the act of comparison: “. . . it
is easy to see that their political deeds do not incline the scale greatly either
way.”173 Shorter variants of these transitional sentences or phrases are found at
Per.-Fab. 1.1 (“The Lives of the men [τν νδρν] have such a narrative”),174
and Dion-Brut. 1.1. (“The men, then, had many good attributes”).175 Signiﬁcantly,
in all but two of the 14 cases where such transitional phrases or sentences occur,176
167. Noted by Ziegler 1907: 32.
168. hΑ μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν <3ια μνμης πυθ-σθαι περ. UΡωμupsilonacuteλου κα. Θησ-ως συμβ-βηκεν 5μν, ταupsilonperispomeneτ)
στ.
169. hΑ μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν <3ια μνμης τν περ. Δημοσθ-νους κα. Κικ-ρωνος 6στορουμ-νων εBς τν
5μετ-ραν φκται γνσιν, ταupsilonperispomeneτ) στν. (Dem.-Cic. 1.1).
170. Also in Thes.-Rom. 1.1–1.2; Per.-Fab. 1.1; Pel.-Marc. 1.1–2.
171. Such phrases occur occasionally in other kinds of transitions in the Lives: end of a ﬁrst
Life and transition to a second (Fab. 1.1); end of proemial opening and transition to Life proper
(e.g., Num. 1.7). They also occur at the end of the prologues of some works outside the Parallel
Lives (e.g., Galba 2.5; De mul. virt. 243d). Cf. Thes. 28.1, ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν <3ια μνμης περ. τν
WΑμαζ"νων.
172. Other examples: Arist.-Cato Maj. 1.1; Sert.-Eum. 1.1 (Ταupsilonperispomeneτ) στιν ? περ. Εupsilonlenisμ-νους κα.
Σερτωρου μνμης <3ια παρειλφαμεν); Pel.-Marc. 1.1 (XΟσα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν Iδο3εν 5μν ναγραφ7ς <3ια
τν 6στορημ-νων περ. Μαρκ-λλου κα. Πελοπδου ταupsilonperispomeneτ) Iστι).
173. For the metaphor of scales in the synkriseis, see Duﬀ 1999: 270. See also Stadter 1988,
ad Per. 11.2.
174. Ο6 μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν βοι τν νδρν τοιαupsilonacuteτην Iχουσιν 6στοραν.
175. Πολλν τονυν τος νδρ	σιν upsilonasperπαρ3	ντων καλν . . .
176. Thes.-Rom. 1.1; Arist.-Cato Maj. 1.1; Per.-Fab. 1.1; Cor.-Alk. 1.1; Dem.-Cic. 1.1; Dion-
Brut. 1.1; Aem.-Tim. 1.1; Sert.-Eum. 1.1; Flam. 21.15; Pel.-Marc. 1.1; Ag./Kleom.-Gracch. 1.1;
Lyk.-Num. 1.1; Lys.-Sulla 1.1; Ages.-Pomp. 1.1. Cf. Prieth 1908: 3–4. Many of these transitional
phrases and sentences contain ﬁrst person verbs or pronouns; see below, n.193.
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both men or both Lives are mentioned, not just the second. Indeed, the transition
to the Lysander–Sulla synkrisis (Lys.-Sulla 1.1) is an exception in form only:
“Since we have run through the life of this one too [i.e., Sulla], let us now
go to the synkrisis” (WΕπε. δ@ κα. τ&ν τοupsilonacuteτου διεληλupsilonacuteθαμεν βον, ;ωμεν qδη
πρ&ς τν σupsilonacuteγκρισιν). The κα here implies the presence of the ﬁrst Life (i.e.,
“this one too in addition to the other”), so this is not really an exception to the
general rule that transitional phrases at the end of the second Life mark a return
to the pair.177
As well as mentioning or alluding to both men, some transitional phrases
refer explicitly to the act of comparison, sometimes using the term σupsilonacuteγκρισις in
contexts which make it unclear whether the act or the literary form or both are
being evoked. This term is not used elsewhere in the Parallel Lives (i.e., outside
of the synkrisis or the transition to it);178 it functions therefore as a clear signal
that the second Life has ended and the synkrisis is beginning. The Nikias–Crassus
oﬀers the most concise example: “In the synkrisis . . .” (WΕν δ@ τ78 συγκρσει . . .)
(Nik.-Crass. 1.1). A little more elaborate is Aem.-Tim. 1.1: “Since they were like
this in the narrative (κατ: τν 6στοραν), it is clear that the synkrisis does not
have many diﬀerences or dissimilarities.”179 The term 6στορα here, apart from
making clear the distinction between narrative and synkrisis, recalls, in a neat
touch, the ﬁrst sentence of the prologue, where Plutarch had talked of his using
6στορα as a mirror (2σπερ ν σ"πτρω$ τ78 6στορα9) (Aem. 1.1).180
Occasionally, although the term synkrisis is not mentioned in the transitional
sentence, it or the verb συγκρνειν is present in the sentence that follows (e.g.,
Dem.-Cic. 1.1; Sert.-Eum. 1.2). Other transitional sentences do not use the term
synkrisis, but speak instead of placing the two men’s lives side by side or of
177. The only real exception is Flam. 21.15, where only Flamininus’ Life is summed up and
where his death is mentioned for the ﬁrst and only time: WΕπε. δ) οupsilonlenisδεμαν Iτι τοupsilonacuteτων κατ"πιν οupsilonlenisacuteτε
πολιτικν τοupsilonperispomene Ττου πρN3ιν οupsilonlenisacuteτε πολεμικν 6στορκαμεν, λλ: κα. τελευτ7ς Iτυχεν εBρηνικ7ς,
2ρα τν σupsilonacuteγκρισιν πισκοπεν. This sentence, then, is both the end of the Flamininus (the πε
clause) and the transition to the synkrisis, and is placed in all modern editions as the last line of the
Flam., rather than—as in the other transitions from second Life to synkrisis—as part of the synkrisis.
As with the Lys.-Sulla example, the next sentence (Phil.-Flam. 1.1; Lys.-Sulla 1.2) begins with the
connective μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν, which is common at the start of other synkriseis (Thes.-Rom. 1.1; Per.-Fab.
1.1; Dem.-Cic. 1.1; Pel.-Marc. 1.1; Ages.-Pomp. 1.1; cf. Sol.-Pub. 1.1, rΑρ) οupsilonlenisperispomeneν; Dion-Brut. 1.1
and Demetr.-Ant. 1.1, τονυν).
178. Stiefenhofer 1914/16: 482. Many of the examples cited in this paragraph are listed in idem
480–482. There is one exception to the rule that the term synkrisis does not occur outside of the
synkrisis or the transition to it: Dem. 3.2, part of the prologue to the Dem.-Cic., where Plutarch denies
that he will do a synkrisis of the speeches of the Demosthenes and Cicero. The second-century Atticist
Phrynichos considered the word as un-Attic (Ekloge 243).
179. Τοιοupsilonacuteτων δ@ τν κατ: τν 6στοραν Zντων, δ7λον lς οupsilonlenisκ Iχει πολλ:ς διαφορ:ς οupsilonlenisδ)
νομοι"τητας 5 σupsilonacuteγκρισις. Other transitions which use the term synkrisis are Flam. 21.15 (quoted in
n.177); Lys.-Sulla 1.1 (WΕπε. δ@ πρ&ς τ&ν τοupsilonacuteτου διεληλupsilonacuteθαμεν βον, ;ωμεν qδη πρ&ς τν σupsilonacuteγκρισιν);
Sol.-Pub. 1.1 (rΑρ) οupsilonlenisperispomeneν ;δι"ν τι περ. ταupsilonacuteτην τν σupsilonacuteγκρισιν upsilonasperπ	ρχει . . ;) (really the ﬁrst line of
the synkrisis proper).
180. On this metaphor, see Duﬀ 1999: 32–34; Stadter 2000: 500–505; 2003/4: 89–91.
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exploring the “diﬀerences” (διαφορα) between the two men. For example, after
the end of the Cato Maj. we ﬁnd, “Now that the memorable things concerning these
men too have been written, all the latter’s life, when placed alongside (παρατεθες)
the other’s, does not provide any readily discernible diﬀerence, obscured as it is
by many great similarities” (Arist.-Cato Maj. 1.1).181 In Ag./Kleom.-Gracch. 1.1
Plutarch talks about “surveying” the lives “in parallel” “now that this narrative
(διηγσεως) too has ended.”182 The mention of the narrative here, as well as
implying that what will follow will not be narrative, looks back to the prologue to
the Agis/Kleomenes–Gracchi, where Plutarch had addressed the reader and invited
him to judge for himself “from the narrative” (κ τ7ς διηγσεως) (Ag./Kleom.
2.9).183 As with the example from the Aemilius–Timoleon, this circularity provides
a sense of closure to the narrative of the two men’s Lives before the synkritic
assessment begins.
4. HOW BOOKS END
4.1 . synkriseis: structure
All but four books (i.e., 18 out of the surviving 22) end with a synkrisis,
the fourth and ﬁnal section of the Plutarchan book.184 Synkriseis vary in length
between roughly 400 words (Sert.-Eum.), to 1,500 (Arist.-Cato Maj.). They
have a clear structure:185 the two subjects are compared for their performance
or praiseworthiness across a number of fairly consistent areas (manner of death,
self-control, military skill, etc.). Each theme tends to be signalled clearly early in
the ﬁrst sentence dealing with that theme; sometimes the end of the discussion
of a particular theme is marked by a closural or transitional phrase. Thus in the
synkrisis to the Nikias–Crassus we ﬁnd, “In the synkrisis, ﬁrst, Nikias’ wealth
. . .” (1.1); “So much concerning their wealth, but in their political activities . . . ”
181. Γεγραμμ-νων δ@ κα. περ. τοupsilonacuteτων τν 3ων μνμης, pλος = τοupsilonacuteτου βος pλω$ τ$ θατ-ρου
παρατεθε.ς οupsilonlenisκ εupsilonlenisθε ρητον Iχει τν διαφορ	ν, ναφανιζομ-νην πολλας κα. μεγ	λαις =μοι"τησιν.
Other examples where “diﬀerences” are referred to can be found at Ages.-Pomp. 1.1 (WΕκκειμ-νων
οupsilonlenisperispomeneν τν βων, πιδρ	μωμεν τ$ λ"γω$ ταχ-ως τ: ποιοupsilonperispomeneντα τ:ς διαφορ	ς, παρ) <λληλα συν	γοντες);
Lyk.-Num. 1.1 (WΑλλ) πε. τ&ν ΝομN κα. Λυκοupsilonacuteργου διεληλupsilonacuteθαμεν βον, κκειμ-νων μφον, εB κα.
χαλεπ&ν Iργον, οupsilonlenisκ ποκνητ-ον συναγαγεν τ:ς διαφορ	ς).
182. UΗμν δ@ κα. ταupsilonacuteτης π-ρας χοupsilonacuteσης τ7ς διηγσεως upsilonasperπολεπεται λαβεν κ παραλλλου τν
βων τν ποθε ρησιν. For ποθε ρησις, cf. Ages.-Pomp. 4.11 (ν μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν τοupsilonacuteτοις οupsilonasperacuteτως Aκ	τερον
ποθεωροupsilonperispomeneμεν); Pel. 25.11 (ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν Iχει τιν: κα. τοupsilonperispomene βου <****> ποθε ρησιν); Lyk. 4.4
(Lykourgos sailed from Crete to Asia, ποθεωρ7σαι τν διαφορ:ν τν βων κα. τν πολιτειν).
183. Cf. the transition from the Ag./Kleom. to the Gracchi (Gracchi 1.1): “Now that we have
explained the ﬁrst story” (τν πρ την 6στοραν), where 6στορα is similar in meaning to διγησις.
For the term “narrative” (διγησις), see above, p. 222.
184. Those pairs which do not have a closing synkrisis (Them.-Cam., Pyrrh.-Mar., Phok.–Cato
Min., and Alex.-Caes.) are discussed below, pp. 258–59.
185. For a more detailed treatment of the material in this and the next two paragraphs, see Duﬀ
1999: 252–86. Cf. also Prieth 1908.
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(2.1) (WΕν δ@ τ78 συγκρσει πρτον = Νικου πλοupsilonperispomeneτος . . . Περ. μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν τοupsilonperispomene
πλοupsilonacuteτου τοσαupsilonperispomeneταt τος δ@ πολιτεupsilonacuteμασι . . .).186 In many synkriseis the diﬀerent
themes on which the two subjects are compared are divided into two broad
categories, military and political.187 Thus the Perikles–Fabius synkrisis begins,
after a transitional sentence with μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν (see above, p. 251), “Since (πε. δ-)
both men have left many ﬁne examples of both political and military virtue, come
let us ﬁrst consider the matter of their military achievements . . .” The transition
from the section on their military deeds to that on their political careers is marked
by ταupsilonperispomeneτα περ. τν πολεμικν. Τ7ς δ@ πολιτεας . . . (3.1). The frequency of
these structural markers within the synkriseis is plainly a rhetorical feature, and
indicates the inﬂuence of the techniques of epideictic oratory; synkrisis was indeed
a recognized rhetorical form, and included in collections of “elementary exercises”
(progymnasmata).188
But cutting across this way of structuring the synkriseis—i.e., the division into
a series of themes on which the two men are compared—is a diﬀerent structuring
technique, by which ﬁrst one of the subjects is preferred, then the other. In
other words, on all the topics dealt with in the ﬁrst half of the synkrisis, one
subject is consistently judged superior; in the second half of the synkrisis, the
tables are turned and the other is judged superior. In some synkriseis there is a
clearly marked turning point. In the Theseus–Romulus synkrisis, for example,
all the arguments in the ﬁrst half favor Theseus. The change of direction of the
argument is then stated explicitly (3.3–4.1), “So one would give these votes to
Theseus. But for the other [i.e., Romulus], ﬁrst, there is this great thing in his
favor . . .”.189 The rest of the synkrisis, right to the end, brings together arguments
in favor of Romulus. Such clearly stated turning points also occur in Kim.-Luc.
2.6–3.1, Arist.-Cato Maj. 4.1 and Dion-Brut. 3.6. In other cases the turning
point is marked simply with λλ	 (Phil.-Flam. 2.1) or μ-ντοι (Ages.-Pomp.
3.4). Elsewhere, the turning point is not signalled by any linguistic marker. For
example, in the Lysander–Sulla synkrisis, Lysander is initially preferred. The
turning point occurs within the discussion of how the two men handled wealth;
Plutarch commends Lysander for his incorruptibility, but then notes that, despite
his greater personal virtue as regards riches, he was actually responsible for
corrupting his own country (Lys.-Sulla 3.8). The rest of the synkrisis favors
Sulla.190
This tendency to marshal arguments in favor of each of the subjects in turn
is another feature which indicates the closeness of the synkriseis to epideictic
186. For ταupsilonperispomeneτα, τοσαupsilonperispomeneτα etc. as typical in closural phrases, see above, pp. 246–50 and n.152.
187. Prieth 1908: 4–6; Duﬀ 1999: 263.
188. Details in Duﬀ 1999: 244.
189. 2στε ταupsilonacuteτας μ@ν <ν τις ποδοη τ$ Θησε τ:ς ψφους. WΕκενω$ δ@ πρτον μ@ν upsilonasperπ	ρχει
μ-γα τ&. . . .
190. For the unusually late turning point in the Cor.-Alk., see below, n.194.
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rhetoric; indeed, Plutarch himself wrote at least one rhetorical work which has
exactly this bipartite structure: the Are land animals better than sea animals?
in which the case for land animals and then for sea animals is put in turn.191
As there, the result is that neither subject is preferred—what we might call a
studied equality—but that the reader gains a better understanding of both. Indeed
that point is made explicitly at the end of the Are land animals (985c).192 A
further eﬀect of these two structural features—that is, the division of the material
thematically, and the tendency to deploy the material to argue ﬁrst in favor of one
subject then of the other—is to provide a diﬀerent “take” on the two subjects to the
one encountered in the Lives themselves, which, after the proemial opening, are
broadly chronological in structure. In the synkriseis we return to the discursive,
non-narrative style characteristic of the prologues, with which they correspond.
And just as prologues were more personal, with a higher number of ﬁrst person
verbs and pronouns, so also are the synkriseis, which abound in ﬁrst persons
judgments about what “I” or “we” consider right, and invitations to the reader
to share with the narrator in the act of judging. The narrator’s presence, and that of
the narratee, is thus felt more keenly at the start and end of books, just as it is
at the start and end of individual Lives.193
4.2. closure of synkriseis
The synkriseis form the last element of the book. The last line of the synkrisis
is also therefore the last of the book. The synkrisis is itself a closural device, but
within it several diﬀerent closural strategies are pursued. Several synkriseis end
with a closural sentence, which makes clear that the synkrisis, and the book as a
whole, is ending. Such sentences often employ terms relating to assessment or
comparison, and give some sort of closing, summative judgement; several use
ﬁrst person verbs or second person imperatives. For example, the Lysander–
Sulla ends, “It is time to consider (2ρα δ σκοπεν) whether we miss the
truth entirely in declaring that Sulla was more successful, but Lysander made
more mistakes, and in giving the latter the ﬁrst prize (πρωτεον) for self-control
and moderation, the former for generalship and courage” (Lys.-Sulla 5.6). The
191. Cf. the (possibly spurious) On whether fire or water is more useful or the paired speeches
of Maximos of Tyre. More examples in Duﬀ 1999: 243–48. Some Suetonian Lives also have this
structure, with a distinct turning-point: e.g., Tib. 42.1; Cal. 22.1; Nero 19.3. See Duﬀ 1999: 253.
192. Swain 1992: 104; Duﬀ 1999: 246.
193. A point made by Pelling 2002b: 269–70, who lists the following ﬁrst persons in the
synkriseis: Lyk.-Num. 2.10; Arist.-Cato Maj. 5.3; Kim.-Luc. 1.8; Pel.-Marc. 3.1–2; Nik.-Crass.
3.2; Lys.-Sulla 1.5; 3.7; Ages.-Pomp. 3.1–2, to which may be added Thes.-Rom. 1.6; Lyk.-Num.
1.10; 3.12; Sol.-Pub. 1.3; 4.1; Arist.-Cato Maj. 3.3; Per.-Fab. 1.1; Nik.-Crass. 2.3; Dem.-Cic. 1.2;
Phil.-Flam. 3.5; Pel.-Marc.1.8; Ag./Kleom.-Gracchi 5.7; Lys.-Sulla 5.1; 5.6. The transitions from
second Life to synkrisis also contain ﬁrst persons: Thes.-Rom. 1.1; Lyk.-Num. 1.1; Dem.-Cic. 1.1;
Cor.-Alk. 1.1; Pel.-Marc. 1.1; Flam. 21.15 (on which, see above, p. 177); Ag./Kleom.-Gracchi 1.1
(above. p. 253); Lys.-Sulla 1.1; Ages.-Pomp. 1.1.
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Philopoimen–Flamininus ends with a similarly explicit ﬁnal judgment, “Since,
after this examination, the diﬀerence is hard to deﬁne (δυσθε ρητος 5 διαφορ	),
consider (σκ"πει) whether we shall seem to umpire unfairly if we award the
Greek the crown for military experience and generalship, and the Roman the
one for goodness and justice” (Phil.-Flam. 3.5). The use of the ﬁrst and second
persons, and the injunction to the reader to judge, in both cases marks a return
to the “personal” and an allusion to the reading and writing process, and gives
a strong closural signal.194
In fact, as we have noted, the use of ﬁrst (though not second) person verbs
and pronouns, and the allusion to the reading or writing process, are both features
of the prologues.195 In several other cases, closural sentences contain an element
of “circularity”; that is, they recall themes from the prologue, which together
with the synkrisis frames the two Lives. The synkrisis to the Agis/Kleomenes–
Gracchi ends with a ﬁnal judgement: “You yourself can see (συνορN9ς μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν
κα. αupsilonlenisτ"ς) the diﬀerence [between them] from what has been said. But if it is
necessary to set forth a decision about each one, I vote (τθημι)196 that Tiberius
was ﬁrst (πεπρωτευκ-ναι) of all of them in virtue . . .” (Ag./Kleom.-Gracchi 5.7).
The injunction to the reader to judge “for himself” recalls the ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν
πικρινες αupsilonlenisτ&ς κ τ7ς διηγσεως of the prologue (Ag./Kleom. 2.9). A diﬀerent
sort of “circularity” is evident at the end of the Kimon–Lucullus: “The result is that
for someone who takes everything into consideration, the judgement is hard to
make (δυσδιατητον εSναι τν κρσιν) . . . so that even the vote of the gods judged
them both as good and god-like in their nature (γαθος κα. θεοις τν φupsilonacuteσιν
μφοτ-ροις)” (Kim.-Luc. 3.6). The notion that it will be hard to ﬁnd diﬀerences
between the two men recalls the last line of the prologue, which referred to the
ease of ﬁnding similarities (Kim. 3.3, above, p. 222). The reference to their good
natures, furthermore, recalls the assertion in the prologue that one should not
dwell on the failings of the subjects, “as though out of respect for human nature”
(2σπερ αBδουμ-νους upsilonasperπ@ρ τ7ς νθρωπνης φupsilonacuteσεως, Kim. 2.5).
The Perikles–Fabius also ends with a judgement—not, however, on the two
men’s lives, but on Perikles’ building works: all the building works at Rome
before the Caesars are “not worthy of comparison” with them (οupsilonlenisκ <3ιον . . .
παραβαλεν); they are “incomparable” (σupsilonacuteγκριτον), and take “the ﬁrst prize”
(τ& πρωτεον), the phrase with which the book ends (Per.-Fab. 3.7).197 The
194. Pelling 2002b: 274–75 stresses the tentativeness of the judgements expressed in these
passages and the way they suggest collaboration between “narrator” and “narratee.” Cf. Cor.-Alk.
5.2, with its exclamatory “By Zeus” (ν Δα), which also adds a personal element. On this last
sentence, which gives a surprising ﬁnal judgement (praising Coriolanus and criticising Alkibiades in
the last sentence, when the rest of the synkrisis had done the opposite), see Duﬀ 1999: 282–83.
195. See above, pp. 219–20, 222.
196. A court-room metaphor, sc. ψ7φον or γν μην (LSJ A II 5); cf. Thes.-Rom. 3.3 (ψφους);
Kim.-Luc. 3.6 (ψ7φον).
197. Iργων γε μν μεγ-θεσι κα. ναν κα. κατασκευας οBκοδομημ	των, 3 Kν κ"σμησεν =
Περικλ7ς τ:ς WΑθνας, οupsilonlenisκ <3ιον =μοupsilonperispomene π	ντα τ: πρ& τν Καισ	ρων φιλοτιμματα τ7ς UΡ μης
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references to the act of comparison, and to the prize, provide a strong ending.
The judgement on the building works, through its position as the ﬁnal element in
the book, is also given special emphasis, and overshadows the earlier judgements
on the two men throughout the synkrisis. But it also recalls the discussion of
works of art in the prologue (Per. 1.2–2.4); similarly the reference to the Caesars
recalls the very ﬁrst words of the prologue, an anecdote about “Caesar” (Per. 1.1).
Interestingly, in the prologue the value of works of art had been played down in
contrast with works of virtue; here, Perikles’ building works are presented, not
only by the explicit praise but also by the placing of this section last in the book,
as his crowning achievement.198
Other synkriseis, though they end without a clear, closural “ﬁnal judgement,”
also recall elements of the opening of the book—that is, elements of the prologue,
or, if none exists, of the opening of the ﬁrst Life.199 The Aristeides–Cato Major
ends with a discussion of the temperance (σωφροσupsilonacuteνη) of the two men, and with
criticism of Cato’s marrying a low-born girl, whose father worked for Cato for
pay. This ending recalls the very ﬁrst words of the book, the start of the Aristeides,
where Plutarch reports a story about Aristeides’ daughters going unmarried for
want of a dowry (Arist. 1.1; cf. 27.1, 6; see above, p. 244). Similarly, the last part
of the Pelopidas–Marcellus contains a long discussion of the rash death in battle
of the two men (Pel.-Marc. 3.1–8)–the same subject as had ﬁlled almost the whole
prologue (Pel. 1–2). The Demetrios–Antony ends with a discussion of the way the
two men died, which includes, as often at the end of the synkriseis, several explicit
words of judgement: “The manner of death of neither men can be praised, but
Demetrios’ is more to be criticized” (Demetr.-Ant. 6.3).200 Demetrios, Plutarch
goes on, allowed himself to be taken prisoner. “On the other hand Antony took
himself oﬀ in a cowardly, pitiful, and dishonorable way—but before the enemy
became master of his body” (6.4). The criticism of Antony for dying in a cowardly
way is strikingly at odds with the way his death is presented in the Life.201 But more
important for our purposes here is the fact that the focus on the manner of death of
the two men recalls the last sentence of the prologue (Demetr. 1.8), which had
made exactly the same point: “one overturned his life (κατ-στρεψεν) after being
captured by the enemy, the other after having come near to suﬀering this fate.”
The ﬁnal phrase of the synkrisis, furthermore, Aαυτ&ν 3γαγεν, while standard
in Plutarch’s period for “kill oneself” (LSJ 1 2), recalls the stage metaphors which
have been such a feature of the Demetrios–Antony book, and in particular the
παραβαλεν, λλ) I3οχ"ν τι πρ&ς κενα κα. σupsilonacuteγκριτον 5 τοupsilonacuteτων Iσχε μεγαλουργα κα. μεγα-
λοπρ-πεια τ& πρωτεον. In the second half of the sentence τοupsilonacuteτων refers to Perikles’ building works
and κενα to the Caesars’, not vice versa, as e.g., Thomas 2007: 238, translates.
198. See Duﬀ 1999: 265–66; Beck 2005: 63–65.
199. Cf. the examples of circularity as a closural device at the level of the individual life on
pp. 244–46.
200. τ&ν δ@ θ	νατον οupsilonlenisδετ-ρου μ@ν Iστιν παιν-σαι, ψεκτ&ς δ@ Δημητρου μNλλον.
201. See Duﬀ 1999: 280–81.
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one which marked the transition from the ﬁrst Life to the second: “Now that the
Macedonian play has been performed to the end, let us bring on the Roman” (2ρα
τ& UΡωμαϊκ&ν πεισαγαγεν) (Demetr. 53.10).202 The repetition of this metaphor,
applied now to the theme of death, provides a very strong sense of closure.
In other synkriseis closure is provided merely by the fact that the ﬁnal theme
which they discuss is the manner of death or the posthumous fate of the subjects.
This is the case with the Demosthenes–Cicero, Sertorius–Eumenes and Nikias–
Crassus, though in the last case μεμπτ"τερος (Nik.-Crass. 5.4) provides a link
with the very ﬁrst line of the synkrisis, where the same word had been used
(1.1). The Dion–Brutus ends with the honors paid to the two men after death;
the last element is an anecdote about Octavian coming across a statue of Brutus in
Milan. The use of an anecdote in the synkrisis is unusual and striking. But the
ﬁnal sentence (Dion-Brut. 5.4), where Octavian praises the people of Milan for
remaining loyal to their friends “despite adverse fortune” recalls the stress on
the ill fortune of the two men in the prologue (Dion 2.1–2). The ﬁnal words of
the synkrisis, “he ordered it [the statue] to stay in place” (κατ: χ ραν μ-νειν
κ-λευσεν) form an appropriate ending for the Lives of men who refused to
compromise with tyranny.
Synkriseis, then, sometimes recall the prologue through the repetition of
themes or images. There is a certain logic in such circularity: both prologue and
synkrisis operate at the level of the book, and between them they frame and weld
together the two Lives. Indeed, there is often a sort of division of responsibilities
between prologue and synkrisis: whereas prologues, in their second sections, often
list similarities, synkriseis focus on diﬀerences.203
What, ﬁnally, of the four books which lack a synkrisis, and where, as they
stand in our manuscripts, the end of the second Life coincides with the end of
the book (Themistokles–Camillus, Pyrrhos–Marius, Phokion–Cato Minor, and
Alexander–Caesar)? Have the synkriseis simply been lost in transmission, or
was the ending of the second Life originally conceived as the end of the book?
Christopher Pelling has made a good case for seeing the endings of the second
Lives of all four books, and especially of the Alexander–Caesar, as displaying
some closural features.204 But many other second Lives possess such features,
and are followed all the same by a synkrisis: the presence of closural features in
the second Life does not, in other words, preclude the presence of a synkrisis.
202. For the frequent stage metaphors in the Demetr.-Ant. see above, n.156.
203. Stiefenhofer 1914/16: 467–74, and Erbse 1956: 399–403 noticed this phenomenon: that
prologues focus on similarities, synkriseis on diﬀerences. Stiefenhofer also argued that in pairs
without prologues, synkriseis tend to mention similarities too. Swain 1992: 106–10, discusses this
aspect of Stiefenhofer’s argument. See also Frazier 1987: 76 esp. n.14.
204. Pelling 1997: 244–50 (= repr. 2002a: 377–82); 2006: 268. See also Stiefenhofer 1914/16:
474–76; Erbse 1956: 403–406; Larmour 1992: 4175–77. I have also addressed the issue at Duﬀ
1999: 253–55. The last chapter of the Marius provides moral reﬂections that are applicable to both
Pyrrhos and Marius and so fulﬁls some of the functions of a synkrisis. Trapp 1999: 495 connects
the allusion to Sokrates at the ends of both Phokion and Cato Min. with the lack of a synkrisis.
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It is therefore possible that a synkrisis has been lost in some or all of these four
cases. But the fact that Plutarch was prepared to vary the usual structure elsewhere
(many books lack prologues, some Lives have “bare” openings, in three books
the Greek Life comes before the Roman), suggests that it is perfectly possible that
Plutarch varied the ending here and simply did not write synkritic epilogues to
these four books.205
5. THE COLLECTION AS A WHOLE
We have examined the structures of individual books, and of their component
parts. But how did these books relate to each other? What was their order in the
complete series?
Twenty-two pairs of Lives, including one double-pair (Agis/Kleomenes–
Gracchi), survive. We know, from a reference to it in the fourth-century ad
Lamprias Catalogue,206 of one book now lost—the Epameinondas–Scipio.207 It is
therefore often assumed that the original collection must have contained twenty-
three books. As there is no extant general introduction or preface to the Parallel
Lives as a whole (nothing, for example, that names Plutarch), it is also often
assumed that the Epameinondas–Scipio must have stood ﬁrst, as Book 1, and
that such a general introduction might have preceded it.208 There is no way of
knowing, however, whether either of these assumptions is true. The Lamprias
Catalogue does not give any indication that the Epameinondas–Scipio might
have stood ﬁrst. Nor is there any way of knowing whether other pairs might
have been lost. In Mar. 29.12 Plutarch refers to a projected Life of Metellus
Numidicus (cos. 109 bc), and in De Herod. Malig. to 866b to a projected
Life of Leonidas; both may have been intended for the Parallel Lives, though
neither survives and there are no other references to them.209 There are, it is
205. Note that, as things stand, two books (the Them.-Cam. and Pyrrh.-Mar.) lack both prologue
and synkrisis, though the start of the Them.-Cam. is corrupt (above, n.53).
206. Bibliography in Duﬀ 1999: 2.
207. Lamprias Catalogue, no. 7. It is not clear which Scipio this was. A separate “Life of Scipio
Africanus” is listed in the Lamprias Catalogue (no. 28), so one might be tempted to assume that
the Epam.-Scipio concerned Scipio Aemilianus. But in cross-references to these two Lives (Scipio
Aemilianus: Gracch. 21.9, 31.5; Scipio Africanus the elder: Pyrrh. 8.5), Plutarch calls the former
Africanus. See e.g., Ziegler 1949: 258–59 (= repr. 1951: 896); Herbert 1957; Stadter 1989: xxviii;
Georgiadou 1997: 6–8; Duﬀ 1999: 14n.4. The Epameinondas is cited at Ages. 28.6.
208. E.g., Wilamowitz-Moellendorf 1926 (= repr. 1995: 58); Ziegler 1949: 259–61 (= repr. 1951:
coll. 897–98); Russell 1973: 113; Stadter 1989: xxviii; Delvaux 1995: 103; Hu¨nemo¨rder 2000: 1161;
Pelling 2002b: 270; Tatum 2010: 1. “Probably” the ﬁrst pair: e.g., Jones 1966: 67 (= repr. 1995:
108); Georgiadou 1997: 6; Duﬀ 1999: 2.
209. De Herod. Malig. 866b: pσα δ) <λλα πρ&ς τοupsilonacuteτω$ τολμματα κα. vματα τν Σπαρ-
τιατν παραλ-λοιπεν, ν τ$ Λεωνδου βω$ γραφσεται; Mar. 29.12: β-λτιον ν τος περ. κενου
[Μετ-λλου] γραφομ-νοις εBρσεται. The phrase ν τος περ + genitive is the standard one Plutarch
uses in cross-references to the Lives. The future is used only once elsewhere in internal cross-
references at Caes. 35.2, in a cross-reference to the Pomp.: lς ν τος περ. κενου γραφησομ-νοις
τ: καθ) wκαστον δηλωθσεται. See Nikolaidis 2005: 287–88.
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true, no other references to missing Parallel Lives,210 but there are no references
to, e.g., the Perikles–Fabius either: if it had been lost, we would be entirely
ignorant of it. Thus, we can in fact be less certain than many studies have
implied about the number of books in the original complete collection, or about
which Lives formed Book 1. Furthermore, we have no way of knowing which
Lives formed the ﬁnal book, and whether there was any separate epilogue to the
collection.
The manuscripts preserve two separate arrangements of books into the collec-
tion as a whole, which seem to go back to late Antique or Byzantine editions.
One of these orders Lives by chronological order of the Greek subject, and is that
followed in the Loeb and Bude´ editions; the other orders Lives by city or country
of origin of the Greek subject, and then within each group by chronology; this
is the order followed by the Teubner.211 Neither of these arrangements, however,
coincide with the little we can reconstruct about book order from Plutarch’s own
words, and cannot, therefore, help us in trying to reconstruct the sequence of the
original collection.
Plutarch tells us the book number for only three books: the Demosthenes–
Cicero, Book 5; the Perikles–Fabius, Book 10; and the Dion–Brutus, Book 12.212
We can also reconstruct a relative order of composition for some books from inter-
nal cross-references of the type “as we have shown ν τος περ. Λυσ	νδρου” (Per.
22.4), though the tenses used in such cross-references occasionally seem contra-
dictory: for example, Brut. 9.9 refers to what “has been written” (γ-γραπται)
in the Caesar, but Caes. 62.8 refers to what “has been written” (γεγραμμ-νοις)
in the Brutus.213 Such mutual cross-references might indicate simultaneous com-
position or preparation.214 And in a few other cases we can date a book by a
reference in it to external events, though we should probably accord less accu-
racy to such references than is often done. Thus at Sulla 21.8 Plutarch says that
relics of the battle of Orchomenos (86 bc) were still being found in his own day
“though almost two hundred years have passed since that battle.” That should
date composition of the Lysander–Sulla to before ad 114, but we can be no
210. The Lamprias Catalogue lists as free-standing texts (i.e., not part of the Parallel Lives)
Lives of Scipio Africanus (see above, n.207), Herakles (cited in Thes. 29.5), Hesiod, Pindar, Krates,
Daiphantos (cited in De mul. virt. 244a-b), and Aristomenes. The Lives of the Caesars, of which
the Galba and Otho are extant, formed a separate collection: Georgiadou 1988; Stadter 2005.
211. The ﬁrst sequence goes back to the bipartite recension, the second to the tripartite. See
Ziegler 1907: 4–42; Manfredini 1987.
212. Dem. 3.1; Per. 2.5; Dion 2.7. These numbers are not reﬂected in the order in which the
Lamprias Catalogue lists the books of Parallel Lives.
213. Nikolaidis 2005 discusses such cases in detail; his pp. 318–21 provide a complete list of
the cross-references.
214. Mewaldt 1907; Piccirilli 1977: 999–1004; 1980: 1753–55; Pelling 1979, with a postscript
in the reprinted versions (1995: 312–18; 2002a: 26–29) replying to criticism by Hillard 1987 and
Steidle 1990.
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more speciﬁc than that: “almost two hundred years” is vague and could apply to
any point in Plutarch’s period of composition of the Lives (i.e., anywhere from
ca. ad 96 onwards).215 Several studies have attempted to construct relative and
absolute chronologies based on these three diﬀerent types of evidence (explicit
statements of book number, cross-references, and references to external events)216
or to relate the relative chronology of particular books to their content.217 But the
lack of agreement between these studies should caution us not to be too conﬁdent
in their ﬁndings.
In addition, we must bear in mind that order of composition is not necessarily
the same as order of publication, and neither is necessarily the same as order in the
completed series or book number. That is, books need not have been published in
the order in which they were composed; thus while mutual cross-references may
indicate simultaneous composition, they do not necessarily indicate simultaneous
publication.218 In addition, even if some of the books were published in the order
in which they were written, there is no way of knowing that the collection was not
revised and reissued later in a complete edition, with a diﬀerent, ﬁnalized book
order. It might have been only at this point, for example, that the references to the
Demosthenes–Cicero being Book 5, etc. were added. It is possible also that initial
work on the two Lives of a given book might have been done separately, and
the two Lives brought together only later.219 Indeed, drafts or notes on particular
periods or individuals may have provided material for several diﬀerent Lives,220
and mutual cross-references could date from this initial work. This would mean
that the cross-references cannot be used easily to ﬁx the relative chronology of
either composition or publication of the whole book.221 It would also explain
why in these cross-references, Plutarch cites his works by name of subject of
the individual Life and not by book number or by name of both subjects of the
book.222 But the presence both of numerous themes which run across both Lives or
across the whole book, and of the numerous compositional features which manage
transition from one section of the book to another, make it certain that the four
parts of a book must have been brought together at an early stage.
215. Pace e.g., Jones 1966: 70 (= repr. 1995: 114), “not long before 114”; Delvaux 1995: 97,
“vers 110–115.”
216. E.g., Stoltz 1929; Ziegler 1949: 71–82 and 262–65 (= repr. 1951: 708–19 and 899–903);
Theander 1958; Broz´ek 1963; Jones 1966; Delvaux 1995; Nikolaidis 2005; Cooper 2008: 72–77.
217. E.g., Stadter 1983/4: 358–59; 1989: xxvii-xxix; 1992: 48–51; Frazier 1987: 71–72.
218. Pelling 1979: 80 (= repr. 1995: 278; 2002a: 7–8), plus postscript 1995: 313; 2002a: 26.
See now Nikolaidis 2005.
219. Nikolaidis 2005: passim, especially 284.
220. See Pelling 1979; 1985; 2002c. The term upsilonasperπ"μνημα or upsilonasperπομνματα is often used by modern
scholars of such a hypothesized draft or notes, after Plutarch’s words at De tranq. an. 464f.
221. See Nikolaidis 2005 for details of all this. He proposes a chronology of the Lives on pp.
286–87.
222. E.g., Num. 9.15: ν τ$ Καμλλου βω$; 12.13: ν τος περ. Καμλλου.
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The cross-references suggest one more feature of the corpus, which has
received little attention until now: that readers were expected, while reading one
Life or one book, to have in mind one or more others. This is also implied by the
fact that several prologues refer to Plutarch’s changing his aims or methodology:
in the Theseus–Romulus prologue, for example, Plutarch justiﬁes his decision
now to go back into mythological times, and in the Demetrius–Antony he justiﬁes
introducing into his morally educative work the Lives of less than virtuous men.
Both these claims assume a familiarity on the part of the reader with the broader
corpus. It is likely, therefore, that just as individual Lives can only be properly
understood when read as part of the book of which they form part, both Lives and
books might have been intended to be read against the background of the corpus
as a whole, with knowledge of one Life or book informing a reading of others.223
6. CONCLUSIONS
This study has focused attention not on individual Lives, nor even on indi-
vidual pairs of Lives, but on the book as a whole, and on its articulation, across
the full corpus. An important theme has been the importance of distinguishing
between books and Lives. Several conclusions have followed from this.
The ﬁrst concerns prologues. Just over half of the surviving books begin with
a prologue to the book as a whole. These prologues have, as we have noticed,
a fairly standard two-part structure: an initial section of generalized reﬂections
is followed by the naming of the subjects, a statement of their similarities, and
sometimes references to the writing process. Prologues provide an introduction
to both Lives, and are clearly delineated from them, often with a transitional
sentence and frequently with asyndeton. They should not be confused with the
openings of individual Lives; in those 8 cases where the book begins immediately
with the ﬁrst Life, there is simply no prologue. We have, however, noticed several
features of ﬁrst Lives of books that do not contain a prologue which suggest that
the lack of prologues to some books may not be random, but is built into the
fabric of the other parts of the book: no ﬁrst Life without a prologue begins with a
bare opening (i.e., with chronological narrative), and most (though not all) delay
mentioning the name of the subject.224
The second conclusion which has emerged has been that the Plutarchan book
should best be regarded as containing not two but up to four sections: prologue–
223. Pelling 2010a and Stadter 2010 deal with this issue in depth. See also Mossman 1992 on
reading the Pyrrh. against the Alex.; Buszard 2008 on reading Pyrrh.-Mar. against Alex.-Caes.
Beneker 2005 on reading the Caesar, Pompey, and Crassus together; Pelling 2006: 268–69, on
reading Caes. against other Lives, incl. the Rom.
224. Stiefenhofer 1914/16: 473–74 notes that in four of the pairs which lack a prologue (Lyk.-
Num., Cor.-Alk., Arist.-Cato Maj., Lys.-Sulla), the synkrisis—unusually—begins by listing similari-
ties, normally a feature of the prologues. This might again suggest some sort of “compensation”
for the lack of the prologue.
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ﬁrst Life–second Life–synkrisis, though in some books there is no prologue and
in a few no synkrisis. Each of these sections has a distinct and fairly consistent
internal structure, and each has a distinct set of strategies for opening, for closure
and for managing the transition from one section to the next. The two Lives form
the centre of the book, and take up most of the space, but they are framed by the
prologue and synkrisis. Indeed these two sections correspond to each other: just
as many books begin with a non-narrative introductory section (the prologue),
which treats the subjects of both Lives together, so they end with a non-narrative
closing section (the synkrisis), which also treats both men. Furthermore, just as
prologues tend, in their closing sections, to list similarities between the two men,
so synkriseis list diﬀerences.225 There is thus a kind of symmetry between these
two sections; indeed we have noticed several examples of “circularity,” where
themes in the synkrisis may recall the prologue. At the end of the book there is
a return to the notion of the pair with which the book had begun. This reassertion
of the dual subject of the book at its end is apparent in the closural strategies of the
individual Lives themselves: as we have noticed the transitions from second Life
to synkrisis, which oﬀer a summing up of both men, are rather diﬀerent from those
from ﬁrst to second Life, which oﬀer a summing up of only one.
The realization that the book should be regarded as the basic unit, and that
each book should be regarded as containing four sections, has implications both
for our understanding and interpretation of these texts, and also for the way in
which editors might choose to print them. Modern editors have chosen various
conventions; but none is entirely logical and all tend to follow the manuscripts
in treating the Life as the basic unit. Thus all modern editions separate ﬁrst
and second Lives by the insertion of a title and sometimes by beginning a new
page.226 Between the second Life and the synkrisis Flacelie`re in his Bude´ edition,
Manfredini in the Fondazione Lorenzo Valla edition and Perrin in the Loeb follow
the tradition begun by Coraes and insert a title (e.g., Πελοπδου κα. Μαρκ-λλου
Σupsilonacuteγκρισις); they also number the chapters of the synkriseis separately from those
of the second Life. Ziegler, on the other hand, in his Teubner edition prints the
synkrisis as part of the second Life, as the manuscripts do, and numbers the
chapters of the synkrisis as part of the second Life, though he does give separate
numbers for it in brackets.227 But no modern edition distinguishes or in any way
marks oﬀ the prologue from the ﬁrst Life, and all but Ziegler print as a title the
225. Stiefenhofer 1914/6: 468 and 471, is good on the way the synkrisis and prologue correspond
to each other.
226. Flacelie`re in the Bude´ edition inserts introductory editorial material between ﬁrst and second
Life, which increases the impression of two separate works rather than two parts of a single book.
227. Ziegler’s practice in this respect is inconsistent. In most cases he gives no gap or marking
between second Life and synkrisis; but in some of the Lives of his ﬁrst volume he either inserts
a gap (Thes.-Rom., Arist.-Cato Maj.) or a horizontal line (Kim.-Luc., Per.-Fab., Nik.-Crass., Cor.-
Alk., Dem.-Cic.) between them. In all cases he prints Σupsilonacuteγκρισις in square brackets in the margin,
explaining in his apparatus (at Thes.-Rom. 1.1) that this is an addition of earlier editors.
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name of the subject of the ﬁrst Life before the prologue—implying, or at least
encouraging the reader to think, that the prologue forms part of the ﬁrst Life.228
In fact, however, as I have tried to demonstrate, prologues should be seen as
distinct from the ﬁrst Life proper, just as the synkriseis should be seen as distinct
from the second Life: indeed, there is often a stronger break between prologue and
ﬁrst Life than there is between the two Lives themselves. Editors should therefore
consider an arrangement which reﬂects and clariﬁes the internal structure and
logic of the book and prioritizes this over respect for the medieval tradition.229
They should treat the four component parts of the book equally, and mark the
transition from one to the other in the same way, either with titles, blank lines,
or other markers between prologue and ﬁrst Life, ﬁrst Life and second Life, and
second Life and synkrisis, or with no titles or such like at all between any of
these component parts.230 Similarly, either a single chapter numbering system
should run across the whole book,231 or separate systems should be used for all
four sections. A title for the book as a whole, naming both men, should stand
at the very start.232
A further theme of this study has been the complexity and sophistication of the
opening and closural strategies within all parts of the Plutarchan book. Transitional
sentences and phrases often mark oﬀ one section clearly from another, while at
the same time mediating and smoothing the transition. Common themes may run
across from the end of a ﬁrst Life to the start of a second. Endings of Lives
may recall their beginnings, or may recall the prologue to the book as a whole.
The endings of books (synkriseis) correspond symmetrically to the beginnings
(prologues). Thus, although the four sections of a book are distinct, they are also
bound together into a single larger unit.
228. Ziegler rather illogically prints a title with both men’s names at the start of the book, no
title at the start of the ﬁrst Life proper (i.e., between prologue and ﬁrst Life), and the title of the
second subject alone at the start of the second Life.
229. In fact, in this respect Bekker’s Tauchnitz edition (1855–1857), now almost never cited,
is the most logical. He prints a title at the start with the names of both men. Otherwise there are
no other titles, and no breaks between the ﬁrst Life and the second and between the second Life and
the synkrisis, though like most editions he numbers the chapters of the ﬁrst Life (including prologue),
second Life, and synkrisis separately. On the practice adopted in Cruserius’ Latin translation, equally
logical, see above, pp. 216–217.
230. Or with a title in the margin. In Plutarch’s original it is possible that the beginnings or ends
of the four sections of the book could have been marked by less intrusive signs such as a coronis,
asterisk, or such like, perhaps written in the margin, or through the use of indentation or gaps. On the
coronis and other such markers (e.g., paragraphus, asteriscus, diple obelismene), see Stephen 1959;
Turner 1987: 12–13; D. P. Fowler 1989: 105–106. Turner, and Stephen p. 5 and plate 2, give a few
examples of such signs in papyri marking the end of subsections in prose books.
231. Argued for by Stiefenhofer 1914/16: 483–85.
232. Note that it is unclear whether in Plutarch’s original a title for the book stood at its start.
Book titles in antiquity were often written only at the end of the papyrus scroll, or on the outside, or
on a tag glued to the roll. See Caroli 2007. And while it may be most likely that such titles contained
the names of the two subjects, it is just possible that they may only have given the name of the author,
the work and the book number (e.g., Πλουτ	ρχου Παραλλλων Βων β´).
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A particular focus, ﬁnally, has been the way that individual Lives begin. I
hope here to have demonstrated that most Lives begin with a non-narrative section
which assesses the Life of the subject as a whole. This section often makes use
of material relating to a standard set of topics such as birth, family, education,
appearance, character, etc. It accordingly often gives information on the early
years of the subject. But crucially these early sections do not generally contain
chronologically structured narrative; indeed, in many Lives these sections are
clearly marked oﬀ from the narrative that follows, though there is in some a
gradual slide towards narrative. This ﬁnding has wide implications. It aﬀects the
kind of historical conclusions we can draw from these early sections: order of
appearance in the text cannot be assumed to coincide with chronological order of
events, or with what Plutarch understood to be the chronological order of events.
Secondly, when seen as analysis and not narrative the role and function of these
early sections within the Life can be properly understood: they oﬀer a judgement
on the whole man, and prepare the reader for what is to come.
I would like to thank Eftychia Bathrellou, Jeﬀrey Beneker and Christopher Pelling for their comments
on versions of this paper. I gladly acknowledge the sponsorship of the Alexander von Humboldt
Foundation.
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APPENDIX 1: THE AGIS/KLEOMENES—GRACCHI
An understanding of the usual structure of the Plutarchan book allows us to
gauge what is unusual in the unique “double” pair, the Agis/Kleomenes–Gracchi.
Let us take ﬁrst the prologue, which, as we shall see, plays on the reader’s
expectations of how prologues normally work. As with most other prologues,
there are two distinct sections. The ﬁrst section (1.1–2.6) contains many of the
elements commonly found in the ﬁrst section of other prologues (anecdotes,
generalized reﬂections, quotations). Section 2 begins with a ﬁrst person pronoun
and a reference to the writing process: “It occurred to us (5μν) to make these
remarks about the glory that comes from the masses when we considered . . .”
(2.7). The reader now expects to have mention made of the two subjects of the
pair, and this, it seems, is what happens: “when we considered how much power
it [i.e., such glory] had from what befell Tiberius and Caius Gracchus.”233 The
similarities of these two men are then spelled out, notably that they both suﬀered
from a fear of losing popularity. Then ﬁnally—or so it seems at ﬁrst—we come
to the transitional sentence, complete with the only second person verb in any
prologue:234 “These things you will judge yourself from the narrative” (ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ@ν
οupsilonlenisperispomeneν πικρινες αupsilonlenisτ&ς κ τ7ς διηγσεως) (2.9).
Most readers must now be expecting the life of one of the two Gracchi
to begin, though it is true that μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν, although very common in transitional
phrases elsewhere, never occurs in the transitions from prologue to the ﬁrst
Life.235 Instead, two more men are introduced, with a δ- picking up the preceding
μ-ν: “Let us compare with them (παραβ	λωμεν δ@ αupsilonlenisτος), the Spartan pair of
demagogues.” Some brief comparisons are made between the two pairs, before
we slide into narrative with a very understated transition, “Now the Spartans
were not brothers, but they adopted policies which were related and brotherly,
having taken the following as their cause (ρχν τοιαupsilonacuteτην λαβ"ντες)” (2.11). The
next sentence, marked out by asyndeton, begins the Life of Agis.236 The prologue
to the Agis/Kleomenes–Gracchi, then, exploits in a surprising way the typical
features of prologues to the Parallel Lives, especially the closing, transitional
sentence.
233. κ τν Τιβερω$ κα. Γα]ω$ τος Γρ	γχοις συμπεσ"ντων. Cf. the similar phrasing and similar
strategy (introducing the subject as an example of a previously stated general claim), in the prologue
to the Galba–Otho–Vitellius (cf. below, n.238): soldiers are dangerous when out of control and Plato
thought that a good commander can achieve nothing without an obedient army (Galba 1.1–3). He
[Plato] “had as witnesses and examples many other events and especially what befell the Romans
(<λλα τε π	θη πολλ: κα. τ: UΡωμαοις συμπεσ"ντα) after the death of Nero . . .” (Galba 1.4).
234. Except in the Aratos (p. 270 below), which is not part of the Parallel Lives.
235. But cf. ταupsilonperispomeneτα μ-ν in Dion 2.7.
236. The asyndeton here is of a weak kind, however, as forward-looking τοιαupsilonacuteτην lessens its
eﬀect: cf. the same phrase at Pyrrh. 5.4; similar uses of forms τοιοupsilonperispomeneτος, all followed by asyndeton,
Pyrrh. 13.3; 14.4; Art. 11.1; see Denniston 1952: 109–110; 1954: xliii-xliv, and the bibliography
in n.152 above.
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The Agis/Kleomenes–Gracchi contains a prologue, for all its idiosyncrasy.
But to what extent does it retain the four-part structure of other books and to what
extent does it fragment into two separate pairs or even four separate Lives, as
some modern editors present it? We noted earlier that there is a clearly marked
transition from the Agis/Kleomenes to the Gracchi (Gracchi. 1.1), and from what
Plutarch calls the “narrative” to the synkrisis (Ag./Kleom.-Gracchi 1.1).237 The
lack of a break, or any kind of transitional marker, at the end of the Agis and the
end of the Tiberius—i.e., after the ﬁrst Life in each half of the double pair—is
therefore all the more striking. At the end of the Agis, we do ﬁnd some of the
common closural features: beyond the fact of Agis’ death, and that of his mother,
which have been narrated at great length (Ag./Kleom. 17–20), the ﬁnal chapter
gives reactions to his death, and the ﬁnal sentence is a kind of obituary (chapter
21). But narrative resumes immediately afterwards with, as the ﬁrst line of the
Kleomenes, “After his death” (WΑποθαν"ντος δ) αupsilonlenisτοupsilonperispomene . . .) (Ag./Kleom. 22[1]).1),
and the story of Agis’ widow marrying Kleomenes. There is no proemial material.
A little later there is a short section on Kleomenes’ character, the condition of
Sparta, and Kleomenes’ education (22[1]).4–23[2].6) but this is subsumed into
the chronological narrative. Similarly closure is given to the Tiberius by the ﬁnal
section (Gracch. 20–21) on the aftermath of his death, including the wretched
end of the man chieﬂy responsible for it and the people’s continuing resentment.
The ﬁnal sentence (Gracch. 21.9) may also provide some sense of closure: “On
these things [how Scipio upset the people by expressing joy at Tiberius’ death]
a detailed description is given in the life of Scipio” (περ. μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν τοupsilonacuteτων ν
τ$ Σκιπωνος βω$ τ: καθ) wκαστα γ-γραπται). But after this, as at the start
of the Kleomenes, the story continues immediately: “Gaius Gracchus (Γ	ιος δ@
Γρ	γχος) . . . withdrew from the forum” (Gracch. 22[1].1).
Despite consisting of the Lives of four people, then, rather than two, the
Agis/Kleomenes–Gracchi sticks as far as possible to Plutarch’s usual four-part
structure (prologue–narrative–narrative–synkrisis) and does not fragment into
four separate Lives.238 The one exception to this notion is that at the opening
237. Above, pp. 248 and 253.
238. One could make a similar point about the two surviving Lives in the Lives of the Caesars
(Galba and Otho). A prologue common to both, and probably to the lost Vitellius, begins (Galba 1).
The Galba begins directly with narrative (i.e., there is no non-narrative proemial material). The ends
of both Lives possess some closural features; in the Galba there is a ﬁnal reﬂective chapter, marked
oﬀ from the narrative of his death, which had preceded, by the closural phrase τοιαupsilonperispomeneτα τ: κατ: τ&ν
Γ	λβαν . . . (Galba 29.1). The Otho begins directly with narrative (“The new emperor at dawn . . .”)
and ends with mention of Otho’s tomb, and a claim that Plutarch had seen it (cf. above pp. 242–44),
an “obituary” and a note on the fate of the soldiers who had brought Otho to power and killed him
(Otho 18)—which echoes the emphasis on soldiery in the prologue. The abrupt beginning of the
Otho, the fact that its end recalls the prologue to the Galba, the fact that Otho is ﬁrst introduced in the
Galba, and Vitellius in the Otho, and the presence of several images, such as of severed heads (Ash
1997: esp. 196–200; Stadter 2005: 423–25), which run through both Lives, make clear that these
two Lives, and probably the Vitellius too, are to be regarded as a single work and do not fragment into
separate Lives. See Georgiadou 1988; Pelling 1997: 230n.11 (= repr. 2002a: 383n.11).
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of the Tiberius Plutarch does a comparison of the two Gracchi, of the kind we
normally get in prologues (chapters 2–3), complete with a transition very similar to
what we have seen in Dion 2.7: “Each should be discussed individually, beginning
with the older man” (Gracch. 3.3). But this just conﬁrms that we are dealing with
two double-Lives, not four separate ones. Ziegler was certainly right to print
the two Greek Lives and the two Roman ones as single units, with a continuous
chapter numbering system.239
APPENDIX 2: THE OPENING OF THE CAESAR
An understanding of the way Lives commonly begin shows how unusual
the Caesar is as it now stands in our manuscripts. It begins abruptly with
Caesar’s refusal to divorce Cinna’s daughter: Τν Κννα τοupsilonperispomene μοναρχσαντος
θυγατ-ρα Κορνηλαν lς πεκρ	τησε Σupsilonacuteλλας οupsilonlenisacuteτ) λπσιν οupsilonlenisacuteτε φ"βω$ δυνηθε.ς
ποσπ	σαι Κασαρος, δμευσε τν φερνν αupsilonlenisτ7ς.240
The presence of asyndeton here is not in itself unusual. Asyndeton occurs
at the start of ﬁve other second Lives.241 More unusual is the structure of the
sentence. Sulla is named in a subordinate clause; it is only when the end of the
sentence is reached that it becomes clear that he is also the grammatical subject of
the main verb δμευσε. There is a parallel in Gracchi 1.3: δι& κα. τν Σκιπωνος
τοupsilonperispomene καταπολεμσαντος WΑννβαν θυγατ-ρα Κορνηλαν . . . [Tiberius, the father
of the Gracchi] λαβεν o3ι θη. The crucial diﬀerence, however, is that Gracchi
1.3 does not open a Life and Tiberius, the father of the Gracchi, has already
been introduced in a sentence which precedes.242 There is thus there none of the
confusion that we ﬁnd in Caes. 1.1 over who the grammatical subject is. It seems
likely then either that Caesar 1.1 is corrupt or that it did not form the opening
of the Life.
Also unusual is the introduction of the biographical subject of a second Life
in such an oblique way. It is true that two other second Lives also begin obliquely:
the Romulus begins “The great name of Rome” (Τ& μ-γα τ7ς UΡ μης Zνομα),
and the Timoleon, “The state of aﬀairs in Sicily before the despatch of Timoleon”;
in both cases, as in the Caesar, a prologue has already warned the reader of the
239. And Reiske, Sintenis, Perrin and Flacelie`re were wrong to insert a title and begin a separate
numbering system for the sections on Kleomenes and Tiberius Gracchus. As Ziegler notes in his
apparatus (on Ag./Kleom. 21(1).1 and Gracch. 22(1)), while some modern editors insert the titles
Κλεομ-νης and Γ	ιος Γρ	γχος at the start of the second Life in each half, the medieval manuscripts
do not; rather they simply run on without a break. Bekker has no titles or breaks of any sorts, but
does number chapters separately for Kleomenes and Tiberius Gracchus. On the carefully composed
structure of the Ag./Kleom.-Gracch., cf. also Stiefenhofer 1914/16: 471–73.
240. Literally translated: “Cornelia the daughter of Cinna, who had held supreme power, when
Sulla gained the upper hand, having been able neither by inducements nor threats to separate her
from Caesar, he [Sulla] conﬁscated her dowry.”
241. See above, pp. 247–48.
242. Pelling 1984: 33, notes the parallel between the two sentences.
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identity of the subject of this Life (Thes. 2.1; Aem. 1.6; Alex.1.1). But in the other
two cases the opening words make strong thematic statements: the Romulus, as
the prologue has warned, is about Rome as a city, and the reader expects Romulus
to be treated as the founder of Rome, just as Theseus has been of Athens. The
Timoleon declares Syracuse, and Sicily more generally, to be its subject as much
as Timoleon, its liberator.243 In contrast, the opening words of the Caesar lack
such “point,” and the naming of Caesar is much more casual—though “sole ruler”
(μοναρχσαντος) does perhaps signal an issue which will be important in the
Caesar.
A further argument that something is missing is the total lack either of a
proemial opening or of anything on Caesar’s family or earlier years.244 There
are, as we have noticed, other Lives which have “bare” openings and begin with
narrative, but they do say something about the family and/or childhood of their
subjects, even if this is subsumed in narrative.245
In fact, this impression that something is missing from the start of the Caesar
is conﬁrmed by a papyrus of the 3rd century ad (P Ko¨ln 1 47). Although the
preserved letters begin almost exactly where the medieval manuscripts do (τ]ην
Κιν [να), they are placed at the right hand edge of the ﬁrst line of the papyrus
column, the rest of the line being lost. The papyrus seems to have had about
20–22 letters per line, so at the minimum some 14 letters must have preceded
the point at which our manuscripts begin.246 However, given the fact that the
end of the Alexander is probably also corrupt, it is likely that at some stage in
transmission a rather larger chunk of text was lost, containing material from the
end of the Alexander and the beginning of the Caesar; perhaps the loss involved
one or more papyrus columns, or one or more leaves of a codex. It is impossible,
however, to say how much of the Caesar itself may have been in this lacuna.247 It
may have been merely a transitional sentence, along the lines of Fab. 1.1, e.g.,
<“Such then was Alexander. We now turn in our narrative to Caesar”>.248 But
that would not explain the oddness of the structure of the ﬁrst sentence, and we
would have to assume some further corruption. More likely the lacuna contained
something on Caesar’s early years, whether narrated or in a proemial opening,
and which may have introduced Sulla. Indeed, part of the lost opening may, as
Pelling has suggested, be preserved in a fragment of Zonaras (10.11, p. 368),
243. See above, pp. 238–40.
244. Niebuhr 1848: 28–29; Pelling 1984: 33; Stadter 1988: 277.
245. As Ziegler 1935: 387 notes, the Flam. does not contain information on either—but it does on
the other hand begin with a proemial section on his appearance and character (Flam. 1.1–3).
246. Indelli 1995: 49–50.
247. Corruption of Alexander: Ziegler 1935: 387–90; Pelling 1973: 344, suggesting that part of
the lost ending of the Alexander may be preserved in a passage of Zonaras (4.14, p. 304), which
records that Roxane refused Alexander’s death-bed request to dispose of his body secretly; Alexander
hoped, the passage explains, that if his body disappeared people would believe that he had ascended
to the gods. Cf. the discussion in Pelling 1997: 245–50 (= repr. 2002a: 378–82).
248. <Τοιοupsilonacuteτου δ@ τοupsilonperispomene WΑλε3	νδρου γεγον"τος, π. τ&ν Κασαρα τν 6στοραν μετ	γομεν>.
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which has a discussion of the origin of Caesar’s name—just the sort of material
Plutarch includes in the proemial openings of other Lives (Fab. 1.2–3; Cic. 1.4–6;
Mar. 1.1–5).249
APPENDIX 3: THE ARATOS PROLOGUE
The Life of Aratos is not one of the Parallel Lives and is thus not paired
with any other Life. But a comparison of its structure with that in the Parallel
Lives brings out what is distinctive in this stand-alone Life. It begins with a
prologue, which follows the same structure as those in the parallel collection: a
set of reﬂections on the right and wrong ways to praise one’s ancestors, beginning
with a quotation, forms the ﬁrst words of the Life [section 1]. The beginning
of section 2 is clearly marked with many of the features we have noted for this
section of the prologues in Parallel Lives (the naming of the subject, reference to
the writing process, use of δι"): “Therefore the Life of Aratos, your fellow-citizen
and ancestor, I too have composed and sent oﬀ to you . . .” (δι& κγ` τ&ν WΑρ	του
. . . βον . . .) (1.5–6). The Life itself begins at 2.1 with asyndeton, “The city of
the Sikyonians” (UΗ Σικυωνων π"λις). Narrative begins immediately; there is
no proemial opening.250
The presence of the prologue, its articulation in two sections, and its separation
from the Life proper by asyndeton, are normal features of the Parallel Lives. But
the diﬀerences are, against this background, equally striking. First, a dedicatee
is named in the ﬁrst words of the prologue: not Senecio, who is named three times
in the 13 prologues of the Parallel Lives and always in the second section, but
a certain Polykrates. More surprising is the frequent use of the second person
singular to address Polykrates, a very rare form in the prologues of the Parallel
Lives (1.3: 2σπερ σο; 1.5, τοupsilonperispomene σοupsilonperispomene πολτου κα. προπ	τορος . . . τ78 δ"3η8 τ78
περ. σεαυτ"ν . . . π-σταλκ	 σοι . . . σοι μεμεληκ"ς . . . ο6 παδ-ς σου).251 This
prologue, therefore, unlike those of the Parallel Lives, sets up a close connection
with a particular reader (Polykrates and his sons); indeed, the purpose of the work
is explicitly said to be that the sons might imitate the virtues of their ancestor,
Aratos (1.5–6). Finally, against the background of a similarity with the other
prologues, the most striking feature of the Aratos prologue is the mention of one
subject alone.
249. Pelling 1973: 343–44.
250. See Stadter 1988: 295.
251. Cf. above, n.151 and p. 266.
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APPENDIX 4: BEGINNINGS OF LIVES
Since prologues form introductions to both Lives, and are often marked oﬀ from
the ﬁrst Life by asyndeton and/or transitional sentences, they should not be
regarded as part of the ﬁrst Life. Accordingly the following ﬁrst Lives begin
at a point other than at 1.1 in the conventional numbering system:
Theseus Thes. 3.1 (with asyndeton)
Kimon Kim. 4.1 (with asyndeton)
Perikles Per. 3.1 (with γ	ρ)
Nikias Nik. 2.1 (with οupsilonlenisperispomeneν)
Demosthenes Dem. 4.1 (with asyndeton)
Phokion Phok. 4.1 (with μ@ν οupsilonlenisperispomeneν)
Dion Dion 3.1 (with asyndeton)
Aemilius Aem. 2.1 (with asyndeton)
Sertorius Sert. 2.1 (with asyndeton)
Pelopidas Pel. 3.1 (with τονυν)
Alexander Alex. 2.1 (with asyndeton)
Demetrios Demetr. 2.1 (with asyndeton)
Agis/Kleomenes Ag./Kleom. 3.1 (with asyndeton)
Free standing Lives:
Galba Galba 3.1 (with asyndeton)
Aratos Arat. 2.1 (with asyndeton)
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